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IN UNKNOWN COUNTRY
Biscoe and Cooper of the New Zealand Alpine Club Expedition, 1959-60, sledging on

the Hood Glacier, a tributary glacier of the Beardmore, in approx. 83 0 50' S. In the

background is Mount Bali H'ai, dim bed by members of the expedition.

-N.Z. Alpine Club photo.
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IMPORTANT

BACK NUMBERS
Owing to unexpectedly heavy d~·

mands the New Zealand AntarctIc
Society regretfully intimates that
stocks of the following issues of
"ANTARCTIC" are almost exhaust·
ed, and the Society i:s unable to
supply individual copies:

Vol. 1, No. 1, March, 1'956.
Vol. 2, No. 2, June, [1959.
VoI. 2, No. 4, December, 1959.
A very ILmited number of COM·

PJ.ETE SETS (Vol. 1, No. I, to
Vol. 2, No. 4) is available. Price
for the 1'6 issues, 1956-1959, indud·
ing postage, £4.

'Copies of other issues may be
purchased at 4/- per copy while
stocks last.

AN APPEAL
If any members of the Society

are holding copies of the above
issue'S (March, 1956, June or De·
cember, 1%9) which they do not
require, the Secretary wou[d greatly
appreciate receiving t'hem. There i,g
a 'keen and steady demand for back
issues which we should li'ke to meet
if possible. Copies of the "ANT·
ARJCTU1C NEWS 'BULLETIN", Nos.
1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 10, 111, 12. 17, 18, would
also be welcome.

JUST THE THING
Fnr over two months in the field,

the N.Z. UniverSity party were un·
able to wash either themselve,s 0'1'
theiT clothes.

Two membeps of the party learnt
on their return to 8cott Base that
they 'had won fi-rst prize in a 'raffle
'back hnme'. The prize was'--a
washing machine.

RADIOl\'lAN GUEST

A recent visitor to Antarctica at
the invitation o,f Rear Admiral
Tyree, was 19-year·old Julius Madey
from New Jersey. Julius, or Jules
as he is caned by men 'o,f Operation
Deepfreeze, is an electronIcs engi·
neering student fruJ.1"1tutgers-Uni-·--
versity. To Deepfreeze personnel, "
however, he is the amateur oradio
operator who has kept them in
constant touch with their families
in the United States, as well as the
outside world in general.

When the married men o'f Mc
Murdo become new fatheTs, it is
Jules who transmits pictures o,f
their 'offspring by amat~ur ~..adio
facsimile. He keeps the men up to'
date on football and 'baseball scnres
and at Christmas he relays nrders
for thousands nf doUaI'S worth o.f
flnwers fO'r the famiHes of 'Deep·
freeze' men. He has alsO" conducted
a 'hamletter servi-ce' by amateur
radio teletype which provided a
mail service for wintering·nver per·
sonnel'during 'Deepfreeze IV'.

His statiO'n, K2KGJ, is repo,rted
to have transmitted more than
12,000 messages and phone dis·
patches for the Navy mer: .'in the
past five years. In addItton he
keeps regular radio schedules with
aU the other United States Ant·
arctic stations. He is believed to
have the strongest signal sent Iby
any amateur to the Antarctic. For
his contr~bution to Antarctic ;com·
munications, Jules was presented
the Edison Radio Amateur lAward
from the General ,Electric Cnmpany
in 1958.
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NEW ZEALAND'S SUMMER ACTIVITIES
COVER AWIDE FIELD

With the ever-ready assistance of United States personnel,
ships and aircraft to supplement the limited carrying capacity of
H.M.N.Z.S. "Endeavour", over 100 New Zealanders went south this
season either to winter over or to engage in the wide programme
of summer activities approved by the Ross Dependency Research
Committee and implemented by the Antarctic Division, D.S.I.R.

Several ,changes have taken place
in the wintering-over party at 'Scott
Base. The cook will now be
J. A. WARREN ('40) of Timaru.
Born 'in EnglandJ he served in the
Merchant Navy and came to New
Zealand in 1945. He 'Worked as a
hotel chefJ and then joined the Civil
Aviation Administration and served
as cook at Raoul Island for ten
months and at Camp-beLl Island in
the suib-Antarctic for eighteen
months.

The Base ,carpenter will be
It. G. COLLINS (23), A New Zea
landerJ Collins' home is at Upper
Hutt. He was educated at the Hutt
Valley Technical College and served
his time as a surveyor before taking
up carpentry.

C. W. S. Kennedy has 'had to
return to Ne,w Zealand and has
been replaced 'by
CORPORAL C. N. JOHNSTONE
(23) of the Antarctic Flight. Born
in HaweraJ Corp. Johnstone joined
the RN.Z.A.F. as a hoy-entrant in
1953. ,His home town is Ta'ihap'e.

"ENDEAVOUR"
H.M.N.Z:S. "Endeavour "J now

under the command of a New Zea
lander, Commander R. H. L. Humby,
left Wellington on December 27.
FOT the first time the vessel carri'e'd
sails-a large mizzen sail and a
foresa'il-to help stabilise the ship
When halt-e'd during oceanogra'phic
survey wo,rk.

The first iceberg was stghted on
J'anuary 3J and on the 4th in foggy
('onditions the ship edged her way
in.to the first layers of brash iice.
Scott Island Was si'ghted but an
attempt to land was thwarted by a
heavy swell and the roughness of
the landing placeJ a beach ,a'pp'ar-

ently formed from an open Icrater.
The island o1!herwise rises steeply
and is covered 'With tce.

Thick pack·ice was encountered
near Beaufort Island but V.S.S.
"Atka" 'broke a passage for "En
deavour" to within seven miles of
Scott Base. Despite 'four hoursJ

further effort by the iceJbreaker
only halif a mile more was 'gained,
and unloading 'began. This was
completed by January 1'6, but "En
deavour" was now fast in ice three
to eight inches thick, extendi,ng
south rrom Cape Royds. She was
freed by U:S.S. "Atka" and pro
ceeded with the planned oceano·
graphic programme as far as time
and the weather permitted: in the
southern Ross Sea area January
20-25, and a'cross the Pennell Bank
January 30· February 9.

Conditions were now bad but the
ship got within three miles of Hut
Point with great difl1'culty in a zero
temperature. All cargo 'Was loaded
and passengers embarked by Febru
ary 16, and with the help O'f U.S.S.
"Eastwind" the vessel broke clear
of the 'ice and headed for N e'w
Zealand, reaching Bluff on February
27. A caU was made at CampbeU
Island to pick up a sick man.

SCOTT BASE TRAIL
Two Scott Base Ferguson trac

tors ea'ch drawing a six·ton load
on two sledges ,began the transport
of supplies to the base. Soon, how
ever, the tractors were 'bogged down
in soH snoW, and a United States
D4 tractor came to the rescue, haul
ing four loaded s,ledges While one
Ferguson towed the other. Eventu
ally an American '04 tractor with
two ten·ton sledges completed the
haulage to Scott Base.

,
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SUMMER WORKING PARTY
The ,foUolwing men formed the

party which ,carried out the bu'ilding
pro-gramme at Scott Base during
the summer: R. M. Heke, foreman,
F. Tod, P. J. Brown, Sgt. P. Orow
ther, Corp. L. A. Frith, LIC H.
Selby, Spr. T. G. W. King, Spr. W.
G. W. WiUiams, Spr. E. BaiIlie and
Spr. N. E. BristQIW.

The team wo'rked a 14·hour day
in an effo,rt to get various 'con'struc
tion jobs completed in the shortest

-possible time, and all the planned
pmjects were -completed before the
last memlbers of the team 1eft foil'
home.

The builders usually started work
at 8 a.m. and, taking advantage of
the permanent sunshine, worked till
10.30 p.m. with only two sho,rt
break,s. At one stage they were
wo1"king a day and night shUt.

Mr. Frank Ponder, architect to
the Ministry 0.£ Wo-rks, visited S'coH

_Base for a few days in late Novem
ber to advise on the building pmb
lems encountered.

Tod, 'Growther and Bristow stayed
behind when the remainder of the
working'party le'ft on "Endeavour",
in order to 'complete 'the cable-}ay'ing
for the Auroral Radar station.

The Auster plane is now stored
in the neW hangar fo,r the winter.

. The space not required now that
the Beaver has been written off wiII
probalbly be used to winter Ameri
can Otter aircraft.

VX6
With Our Thanks

When he was in the Antarctic in
January, Mr. G. W. Markham,
Superintendent of the Antarctic
Division, D.S.I.R., presented to Cap
tain W. J. Muns-on, Commanding
Officer, VX6 Squadron, a carved
kau'I'i plaque, a replica of a typical
facial carving on the entrance gate
to a 'Mao,ri pa'h. A 'plate reads:

"VX6 Squadron U.S. Naval
Support Force, Antarctica, from
your New Zealand Antarctic
companions. Our grateful thanks
for memorable friendship and
assistance readily given."

OCEAN STUDIES
The oceanograJphk work planned

by the New Zealand Oceanographic
Institute 1.'0 be carried out from
H.M.N.Z.S. "Endeavour" by the
party of six under Lieut. R. Adams
was considerably curtaIled by ad
vel'se condiNons, a possibility which
had not been unforeseen.

Nevertheless, much useful work
was done. After the off·loading at
the ice-edge, "Endeavour" made two
'cruises, one £.rom January 20 to 25
in the McMurdo Sound area, where
six seismic stations were made, and
one from January 30 to February 9
across the Pennell Bank in the
Ross Sea.

At both locations the scientists
on board investigated the bottom
living animals and made collec
tions of hydro1logicaI and sediment
samples. A collection of bulk
san1ples for C" determination was
made over the continental slopes of
the Ross Sea. Dredging was carried
out off Scott Islan~l. Temperature
measurements were made through
the Antarctic Convergence. The
proton magnetometer was operated
during the cruises, and marine
seismic measurements were carried
out whenever weather and other
conditions permitted.

MORE HUSIUES

"Lady" recently gave birth to
eight pups, six of which are doing
well. Two other bit.ches 'are 'expect·
ing' in March, so what with five
pups and a one-year-old dog brought
south on V.S.S. "Alatna", consider
alble fresh blood '1s being added to
the present team 'of 32 dogs. Some
of these, however, will soon be too
oId fO'r field work.

The dogs this winter will 'be fed
on half mutton and half seal meat.
In the 'field the ration is concen·
trated pemmkan.

During the past summer 27 of
the dogs in thQ'ee teams travelled
620 miles and were really fit on
their return. The New Zealanders
claim that dogs are still the cheap
est (and prolbaJbly the safest)
method of Antarctic travel, and it
is unlikely that they will be ,entirely
ousted fo'r many years to come.
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AURORAL HUT
The new auroral hut and equip

menton Arri-val Heights, at an
altitude of '585 feet overlooking Mc
Murdo Sound, has :b~en completed.
The task involved laying and joint
ing approximately one and a half
miles of cable Ibetween the American
base and the new station. This
difficult work was sUpervised by F.
Tod of Dunedin.

The hut measures eight feet by
sixteen feet and contains, in addi·
tion to the radar set; two ibunks, a
workbench and space for cooking.
It is equipped with enough food to
la-st two men for ten days, and a
portable radio transceiver 1n ,case
observers should be stormlbound. It
will be necessary for two men to
visit the hut once a 'week through
out the winter to change the film
which will automatically record
aurora:! 'echoes. This means a trip
of three mUes, half .of it over one
of the bleakest and most windswept
plateaus in the Ross Dependency.

A few yards from the hut, on
the edge 'of a steep cliff, are two
grids each 55 feet long and 12 feet
high. These will pick up auroral
echoes, including those which could
not no-rmally !be observed visually.
They will probe ionised cloud over
80 miles high, roughly in the Cape
Hallett area and near the magnetic
pole. The two-pronged probe, from
Hallett and Arrival Heights, will
detect the ionised density of cloud
and its direcroon and speed. Au~oral

currents are largely responsible for
magnetic storms, which -in bheir
turn have a vital effect on radio
communications.

A receiver -in the laboratory at
Scott Base will monitor the equip
ment at the 10'lle'1y Arrival Heights
outpost and will be a check on any
breakdown. Such a mishaip could
call for a special trip to rectify the
fault.

In December the maximum tem
perature at Scott Base was 41 0 F.
and the minimum 6.8 0 F. In January
temperatures averaged 100 F. colder
than last year. New sea ice was
forming at rhe beginning of Feb
ruary.

AT CAPE ROYDS
Young and TaY'lor, the New Zea

land 'biologists who have been
studying the tiird H'fe at Oape
Royds, where Shackleton wintered
in 1908, have had more visitors tha:'n
any other field party in the Ant
arctic. Cape ,Royds i,s the site of
the nearest penguin rookery to
McMurdo, and it is a regular port
of call for D.S. helicopters carry:ing
visitors and also personnel forom
t'he American stations, some 00£
whom, especiaUy those wintering
at the South Pole', might otherwise
never see a penguin.

Several skuas were taken .from
Cape Royds and flown to the Beard
more Glacier, marked and released,
to test their 'homing abilities. Two
Adelie penguins were taken on "En
deavour" and released 'over the
PenneH Bank on February 2. Latest
reports make no m'ention o'f arrivals
'home'.

Taylo,r and Young have been 'hard
at work on their amhitious pro
gramme from their arrival at Cape'
Royds on October 23 and November
15 respectively till their departure
for New Zealand on "Alatna" on
February 27. Wedgwood, who
wintered over at Scott Base as cook,
was Taylor's assistant until Young
arrived.

The two men have studied the
whole cycle of the !birds' life, ffom
t:hek first 'appeCl!rance in the rooker
ies, through nesting and the rearing
of the youngsters till their final
departure to the open sea and
pack ice.

HILLARY'S TRACTOR
One of the three Ferguson trac

tors used by Sir Edmund HHJary
in his successful dash fO'r the South
Pole in January, 1958, has been
brought from the Pole to Mc'Murdo
Sound by a Hercules ski aircraft.

"It ison']y a small thing and I
would not have believed Sir Ed
mund Hillary could have 'made' the
Pole in it," said Lieutenant R. C.
Smith.

The tractor was then 'brought
back to New Zealand in the "Arneb"
and has been returned to C. B.
Norwood Ltd.. Massey - Ferguson
distributors for New Zealand.
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NEW ZEALAND DOG TEAMS EXPLORE
VICTORIA LAND COAST

The December "Antarctic" contained an e.ccount of the New
Zealand Geological and Survey Expedition's 'work up until the
accident in which Lieutenant T. Couzens was killed 'and J. H.
Lowery and B. M. Gunn severely injured.

This occun'ed after the long haul
across the shelf had concluded and
before the survey and 'geology work
could be started, Witll such a
severe blow ,resultin'g in the loss of
both geologists to the field party,
and in effect crippl1ng the remain
ing Sno-cat, a complete revisal of
initial plans was necessary. Nevere

thel'ess a substantial part of the'
original programme was incor'por
ated and amplified in the new.

This included the reconnaissance
survey of a 40-mHes wide' coastal
strip between the Nimrod and
Bea'rdmore glaciers, Miller and
Marsh, during the T.A.E., had car
ried out a survey O'f the areas
adjacent to the plateau lying west
of this area and thus, the pro
gramme would tie in with their
survey.

The party now comprised:
Munay Robb, Leader;
D. R. G<Yldschmidt, Surveyor;
Capt. P. J. Hunt, Surveyor;
G. J. Matterson, Surveyor;
R. 1. Walcott, Field Assistant!

Geologist;
K. C. Wise, Field Assistant.

Generous air support from the
American contingent at MaMurdo
Sound ena'bled the party to lbe trans
ferred completely to their new scene
oJ operations, as well ,as putting in
a food depot 60 miles further south.

They had been landed north of a
minor g,lacier that appeared to
offer ready access inland, south of
Shackleton Inlet. Though relatively
crevasse free the snOiW was soft:
indeed throughout the journey there
were invariably poor surface condi
tions. This, however, only resulted
in comparatively small daily mile
ages and involved no real difficulty.

INLAND BASINS
After short reconnaissance trips

and the establishment of three sur-

vey stations, the party travelled up
the glacier ~hto an inland 'basin
beyond. The existence of the 'basin
had been indicated 'by Miller and
Marsh who had looked into it from
the plateau edge two years earlier.
It lies between the high Queen
Elizabeth Ran'ge - dominated by
Mt. Markham <15,000 ft.)-and the
coastal range bf up to 12,000 ft. To
the north an arm of the !basin
extends into the Nimrod glacier and
another, the' glacier the party
traveUed up, tentatively named the
Goldie, extends on to the Shell to
the east.

At the junction of the Goldie
glacier with the basin the party
split up. The surveyors and geo
logist traversed the lower slopes O'f
Mt. Ohristchurch as far as the
Nimrod and returned 'by -way of
the basin's northern arm to the
depot laid by the remaining team.
The whole party then joined forces
and moved towa,ros a group O'f
snoiW-free nunataks rising frO'ffi the
basin floor to the south. Specimens
were collected, survey stations
esta!blished, and then they moved
to the southern limit of the basin,
about 60 miles from the Nimrod.
Here a series o'fbluffs and icefalls
effectively cui off :further progress,
but a camp was set up at 3,500 ft.
and a station 'carried to '6,000 ft.
This ,gave a ,fine view of a consider
ably higher and more extensive
basin that lay !between the plateau
and the -Queen A..lexandra Range.

The establishment of a few fur
ther stations completed the -survey
in this area and the party returned
to the shelf dce. Xmas was cele
brated with carefully conserved
festive supplies, durin'g_ a nine-day
lie-up in bad -weather. During this
period, the Antarctic flight had been
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landed at Scott Base and was air·
borne.

COASTAL SURVEY
On January 2 the weather cleared

and two teams travelled south to
survey the Icoastline, wJJ'He the re·
maining team 'provJded a contact
for the Beaver aircraft. Unfortu·
nately, while the 'weather at the
position of 1:he fieJld party oleared,
that at Scott ;base deteriorated and
the two pilots were forced to stay
a night in their sleeping !bags !before
'being able to return to hase.

Dog rations were no,w in short
supply and all were anxious to
I'each the depot laid earlier without
unnecessary delay. A camp was
set up in the mouth of the Asquith
glacier and the depot, which had
proved very elusive, was found by
the Beaver and the necessary stores
were feI1ried in.

Cape Selborne. The remaining four
carried on towards Mt. Hope at the
mouth of the Beardmore Glacier.
Heavy 'crevassing of the shelf m~de
it too difficult to reach that pomt
however, 'but suitable stations were
chosen to complete this section, and
they sledged bacl{ out of the cre·
vasses to a suitable stretch of open
shelf·ice in order to commence the
airlift.

The story of the 'airlift and its
unfortunate ending is told else·
where. When the Beaver crashed
Hunt and Walcott were at about
7,000 ft. in the high inland bas'in
with enough food ·for themselves
for at least ten days hut only
enou:gh dog pemmican for five.
Wh!ile the' weather at lower alti
tudes was very poor they enjoyed
glorious calm sunny days. Their
position enabled Hunt to set 'Up a
most useful station and the rock
outcrops in the vicinity yielded some
interesting geological work.

A's soon as news of the accident
reached Matterson and Wise, who
were left at the low camp, they set
out in the deteriorating weather to
see if they could locate the Beaver.
However, the increasing cloud cover
had heralded several days of snow
and white-out conditions and they
were forced to make camp once
aJgain.

Finally on January 19 the weather
improved sUfficiently to enaible a
USN Dakota to fly down from Mc·
Murdo and airlift the field party,
equipment and dogs to Scott Base.
H was impossible, however, to effect
a rescue for the two pilots of the
,crashed Beaver who were later
ptcked up 'by the N.Z. Auster flown
by FIt. Lt. Cranfield.

The Dakota landed the teams at
the U.S. airfield on the shelf near
McMurdo, and the fastest sledging
()!f the whole trip-the dogs smelling
familiar air-ended a most- ~~fortu·
nate summer's sledging pragramme
which nevertheless yielded consider
able results.
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BEAVER PLANE CRASHES NEAR
COAST OF VICTORIA LAND

Mter only a fortnight of operational flying, the Antarctic
Flight of the R.N.Z.A.F.lost the larger of its tWo aircraft in a crash
which fortunately entailed no loss of life.

On December 17 the main part of
the Flight disembarked from U.8.S.
"Atka" and the three pilots flew
the Beaver and A!uster aircraft from
the ship's side to Scott Base; the
three ground crew being 'brought in
soon afterwards by ship's helicop·
tel'. By the 30th the who-le FMght
as well as stores and fuel were at
the Base. "The available personnel
o,f the Flight assisted willirugly in
general work," reports the Base
Leader, "and were a great help at
a time of man short1l'ge."

When the Beaver flew south to
the U.S. Beardmore depot on Janu·
ary 2 the homing 'beacon was out
of order and the huts so huried
under snow that Sq. Ldr. Jeffs was
unalble to locate them. After half
an hour's searching their fuel was
runn1rrg low, so Jeffs turned back
and landed beside the dog·team
party near Cape Goldie, 60 miles
to the north. The plane brought
Ro1}b's .party their fIrst maiI since
November 19.

Bad weather now held up flying
fo,r some days, 'but on Janua'ry 7
Cranfield took off in the Beaver for
the Be1l'rdmore Depot, where a
Sara<h homing beacon had now been
installed. On this journey an erneI"
gency depot was put in at Cape
Wilson, which -is about two·thi,rds
of the way from Scott Base to the
Beardmore Depot. On a second
flight the same day Jeffs piloted
the Beaver and air·lifted some memo
bel'S of the Alpine Club party from
south of the Beardmore Depot to
Scott iBase. Robb and Goldschmidt
with one dog team were also brought
out.

CRASH IN MOUNTAINS
The AntarctJlc Flight now turned

its attention to assisting the dog·
team parties still working in the
mountainous area of Victoria ILand

west of the Beardmore Glacier
region.

On January 1'5 Jeffs and Rule
were aIr·lifting the dog·teams to 'a
new sur,vey position <some fifty
miles to the west of /Mt. Hope.
They had safely tr,ansported Hunt
and Walcott and one of the dog·
teams with a sledge, and were re·
turning toptck up the other dog·
team When cloud cover over the
shelf ice forced them to try and fly
down a valley 1l'bout 15 miles north·
west o'f 'Mt. Hope -in order to get
below the cloud 'base, which was
about 1,000 feet. The topography
was very de'Ceptive in the white-out
conditions then prevailing, and the
plane crashed in the valley at an
elevation of approximately tl,OOO
feet.

Both Rtde and Jeffs were wear
ing "bone dome" helmets and are
sure their lives were saved because
of thi:s, as they were thrown on to
their heads when the plane crashed
and capsized.

CAl\'IP ON THE SNOW
A'Her the crash, In which hoth

airmen escaped injury save for a
few scratches, an immediate at·
tempt to contact 'bas'e with a hand
'cranked "Gtbson Girl" set was made"
after whIch survival equipment was
unpacked and a tent pitched. Dis
tress messages were then sent at
regular intervals.

Both ai'rmen now ,felt safe, and
confident of rescue. Though food
was 'ample :for a month they decided
to conserve as much as possible.
Physical effort was also kept to a
minimum.

Each day they kept themselves
busy in some way. The aircraft
'radio ,was repaired. ThIs gave two
way :contact .with base and kept
them up to date with rescue efforts.
An attempt was made to bui'ld up
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HIS ANNUAL?

K. C. Wise of the New Zealand
southern survey party, 1959·60, meIts
snow in a dog pemmican tin for
washing-day. The men are camped
on the Ross Ice Shelf off Cape
Goldie, in lat. 820 52' S.

snow around the tent in case of
storms but the snow was so soft
it would not compact sufficIently.
It was then decided to di'g a trench,
and after some hours' work the tent
was re-pitched below ground level.

FOOD AND WATER
Obtaining water was a pr<Yblem.

Cooking spirit needed conserving in
case of a prolonged stay, and con
siderable fuel was used in melting
snow. It was found that a meal
could be cooked in 20 minutes, but
it took 25 minutes to melt sufficient

. snow for the mea:!. For·a ,couple
af hours during t!he warmest part
of the day, and especially later
When the weather brightened, they
were a;ble to melt: ,snow by sprink
ling it lightly on the broken wings
of the Beaver 'and to Icatch the

water in utensils.' Sufficient water
was gained in this way to last two
days, and to keep it from freezing
it was stored in the crashed plane.

A typical meaJ was a third of a
meat bar and two crum!bed water
biscuits mixed in water: dessert
was one glucose ,sweet each. One
of their food-tin lrubels read "Store
in a cool .place".

It was some days ,before the fog
lifted and they were able to get a
sextant shot to fix thei,r position.
They were ina Little valley not
marked on the map. The entrance
appeared to be inaccessible owing
to ice falls, and the only a'ccess
seemed to be over a pass.

Ground level fog for the first
four days gave the stranded men
little idea of their surroundings,
but fortunately, for the whole
period, there was no wind. This
kept the temperature up, though
at times it was 20 below zero.

Later the aircraft's wireless was
repaired and two-<Way contact ·estab·
lished wHh base.

ROPED TOGETHER
Whenever they moved .far from

the camp they roped themselves
together in case of crevasses or
slipping on the ice. One of the
first thoughts was to seek a suit
able landing ground in the event
of air rescue and as soon as pos
sible a reconnaissance was made
for this purpose.

A likely place was discovered
an'd marked so that it ·could be seen
clearly from the air. The only
material available was parts of the
Beaver, and m·any hours were .spent
dismantling sufficient pieces for thi's
operation.

HELP COMING?
Then it was learnt that a United

States Dakota was 'On its way to
rescue them. The plane pi,cked
them up f,rom a distance of about
12 miles and when it was overhead
they watched 'it circling, preparatory
to landing.

They were in contact with the
Dakota !by radio and the condition
of the landing strip was asked for
by the pilot and given. The plane
then Circled lower and began its
approach. When almost down the
pi'lat decided the strip did not loolk
salfe and full throttle was applied
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to overshoot 'and dJ.mlb out of the
valley.

It then circled round again and
made a perfect airdrop of food,
books and a Commando radio before
r-eturning to Ibase.

Both men were now quite 'l'e
signed to several days' wadt before
a further 'attempt could be made
to rescue them with a lighter air
craft. With their regular radio
schedules, a bettering ()If camping
conditions, experimenting with dif
ferent wireless aerial layout, and
minor salvage work, they were kept
so busy that only part O'f one book
was read.

RESCUE EFFORTS
As soon as 'conditions permitted,

Cranfield set out in the Auster for
the scene of the crash.

Bad weather, with snow falling,
dosed in on Scott Base just after
the Auster became airborne and
the Beardmore Depot reported cloud
closing in with the aircraft only 20
minutes away.

The fog was omy 50 -ft. 'Nom the
ground with a depth of albout 500 ft.,
but by flying a Uttle south of the
depot, Crarrfield 'came out of it and
si'ghted the smoke signal at Beard
more Depot.

On January 21, just six days after
the crash, the little two-seater Aus
ter touched down at the men's
camp. The two lone adrmen felt
they were again linked with civilisa
tion, even though it was another
day 'before they were a!ble to fly
out to the Beardmore Depot.

HOPE DEFERRED
Cranfield was heading back to

the Beardmore Depot with Rule
aboard, intending to return for Jeffs
the same day, when BeCl!rdmore
reported winds and a thick blanket
of fog rolling ,in from the south
west.

Cranfield gave the Auster full
throttle in a desperate 'fatce against
the elements, but before he could
reach the depot 'it had become en
veloped In 'a heavy pall of fog. It
was 500 f.t. thick and right down to
gmund level, making a landing im
possible.

The homing 'beacon was switched
on at the depot and a fire lit, but

after flying ,round for 20 minutes
waiting for a break in the fog
Cranfield advised he WCl!S 'returning
to the Beaver.

RACE WITH FOG
When almost there he was told

'by Jeffs to make a quick landing
as the ,fog was now roUing in from
the north·east. Three minutes later
the aircraft was safely on the
ground, only moments before the
icy wastes were blanketed with
dense, ground-level fog. It was
another day before they were ClJble
to fly out to the Beardmore Depot.

On January 24 Cranfield and Jeffs
departed 'in the Auster for ScO'tt
Base and Rule settled down with
the thought that he was soon to be
picked up by an American aircraft
returning from the Pole. His corn
:panions were Boag, who hCl!d been
manning the radio at Beardmore
during the rescue attempts, Smith
of the Alpine Club -party, who had
already been there two weeks
awa'iting transport, -and' the three
U.S. weCl!ther men. But it was a
fortnight -later that the weather
a:llolWed a landing to be made and
he was returned to- base.

The aircraft Was badly damaged,
upside dOIWTI with both wings shorn
off. The engine was 30 degrees
out of alignment and the fuselage
twisted. The terrain, anyway, would
make any salvage attempt ex
tremely difficult.

The accident cal!led a premature
halt to the activities of field parties,
most of whom had to ,be ;returned
to base.

JIl\'1 LOWERY

Mr. J. H. Lowery, who was seri
ously injured when his Sno-cat
crashed into a crevasse, will prolb·
ably he ln a Ohristchurch hospital
for at least a year. He had his
right leg amputated 'below the knee,
also a portion Qlf his left foot,
suffered a severe spine injury and
a foractured jaw. He is reported
cheerful and 'his old self'. On
behalf of all our readers we -greet
him and wish him well.
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Alpinists Explore New Land in
Beardmore Glacier Area

by R. W. CAWLEY
(Leader of the Expedition)

The Expedition ,consisted of R
W. Cawley (Leader), C. H. 'Biscoe
(Deputy Leader and Biologist), M.
R Bolt (Surveyor), N. C. Cooper
(;Asst. Surveyor), R L. Oliver ,(Geo
logist), P. L. M. Bain, B. J. Mc·
G'linchy and B. L. Smith. Our task
was to carry out mapping and geo
logtcal wOl'k in the mountains east
oif the Beardmore Glacier. The area
was quite unexplored, although ,a
number of the peaks are V'isible
from the Beardmore Glacier and
had been named and mapped ap·
proximately by Shackleton's and
&ott''8.parties.

We were flown to MdMurdo
Sound 'by various D.S. ai'rcrm be
tween 11th land 17th November. On
23rd and 24th we were flown to
D.S. Weather 'Station NGDl (Beard·
more Depot) by Itwo R4D's of VX-6
Squadron. The station is on the
Ross Lee Shelf some 30 miles from
the coast, 6.E. of the mouth of the
BeardmO'!'e Glacier. It ,consists <Yf
two Jamesway Huts manned by
three men, during the summer
months, and the RN.Z.A.F. also
established an advance base there
this season.

We left our emergency stores
here, in case aircraft failure com
pelled a long walk Iback to 'Scortt
Base, and set off across the Ice
Shelf southwards towards the coast
with 60 days' food 'and fuel. We
travelled in 'pairs, each pall' equIpped
with an 1.1 ft. Nansen 'type m,an
hauling sledge, a po'lar tent,cook
ing gear, etc. With survey equip
ment and other scientific impedi
menta our loads were '650-700 l'bs.
at this stage, and progress was slow
---'6 to 7 miles per day. Fortunately
the surface' was good, although
some sastrugi were troub1esome
and in our 'inexperience we 'Some
t'imes found the sledges brought to
a 'ha!lt. The pTeva'iling wind 'here

was easterly, and therefore the sas·
tru-gi lay across our line of march.

BASE ESTABLISHED
On November 30 we established

our Base Depot on the 'coast to the
west of a 'large glacier which we
named the Hood Glacier." We then
set off towards 'Mt; Kyffin, a prom
inent rook peak risin'g 'above the
Beardmore Glacier and some 12
miles to the west of Base Depot.
We crossed a low pass in a ridge
whi'ch jutted 'out from the coast
and camped on a Ismall glacier 1m.
mediately east of Kyffin. ,From
here we earried out a fairly -inten·
sive programme and in the next
few days we climbed in various
groups Mt. Kyffin, Mt. Scott, Mt.
Harcourt and an unnamed peak at
the head ()If the valley. We took
rounds of bearings from Kyffinand
5cott, and made ,geological dbserva
tions. A'bundant lichens were
collected and also ,fungi, and, most
,interesting o:f all, small insects. The
latitude was 83° 50 S. 'and, so far as
we are aware, the previous furthest
sou'th fO'!' insects was MdMurdo
Sound. Flrom rhe summit, of the
pea'ks we 'had impressive views of
the Beardmo-re Glacier and the
magnificent peaks to the West, and
also interesting 'Views of the Hood
Glacier. We could see that the
glacier ,was some 5 miles wide -and
very little broken in the lower por
tion, but that albout 15 mUes from
the mouth it dd,verged into a number
of branches and ~ose more steeply.

" Sh-ackletun's mllJp shows a Hood Glacier
in this vicInity but flowing east to
west to joIn the Beardmore. There
is no true 'trl'butary answerIng this
description in this region, so we
suggest the name ,be applied to the
glacier we ·ascended, which flows south
to north 'and joins the Ross Ice Shelf
some 15 miles eastward of the mouth
of the Beardmore.
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We decide'd to split into two parties,
one to eXiplore the lower glacier,
the other to penetrate as far as
possible to the south by a's'cending
a suitable hranch.

SOUTHERN PARTY
We 'returned to the Base Depot,

carrying out more survey, g~logi

cal and biological work en route,
and on the 14th Biscoe, Cooper,
SmIth and 'M!cGlinchy left to ex
plore the upper, or ,southern, part
of the Hood Glacier. They sledged
up the glacier, estaJb1ishjng survey
stati'ons on "Beehive"t and on Mt.
Patrick (7,100'ft.). Lh:hens' were
found on rocks 'near the :summit
and this is believed to be the high
est altitude and latitude occurrence
so far recorded. They were ,a'ble to
see a large' 'glacier to the East
("'Canyon Glac'ier")w'ith fine peaks
beyond. They sle!dged further u'p
the Hood Glacier, finally ,camping
at 6,000 ft, dose 'under "'Christmas
Dome", about 25 miles from the
mouth. In the 'final stages of the
cl'imb the four men pulled one
sl~d'ge and 'cut down weight 'by
using one polar tent and -one 'Meade
tent. The cooking was all done by
the pair in the polar tent and they
exchan~ed with the pair in the
Meade tent at intervcrls. Unfortu
nately, the weather deteriorated at
this stage, with wh'ite-out and fre
quent snow falls, and they were
una'ble 1:0 'carry out survey work
from the vantage points that were
now so tantalizin:gly -close. They
waited eight davs, but eventually
the poor travelling conditions re
ported by radio from the lower
glarcier 'by the Northern party made
retreat ,adviSaJble. They clim'bed
Wedg-e'Pea'k on January 2 and
established a survey 'station on the
summit, then sledgp.d dolWn the
glacier to rei-oln the Northern Party
on the Ice SheIf on January 6.

NORTHERN PA:RTY
Mean'Whi'le OliveI' and Badn climbed

Mt. Kathlp.pn. and a little more geo
logical tidying up was done before
We (Le., Cawley, Bain, Bolt and
OUver) set off up the glacier on
December 1'6. We 'campe'd below a
prominent spur ('''Prosp€!ct Spur")

t Names in ·Inverted cmnmas provi&'1onaL

and in the next few days measured
a base line on the ,glacier, fixed its
position by sun shots and mapped
most of the surrounding country by
means of beaIlings from the ends of
the base line. At the same time
-geological work was carried out on
the ridges to tile South of the camp,
and 'later we climbed "Mt; Bali
H'ai", a granite peak Which guards
the Eastern entrance to the -glacier.

We then ,shifted. camp ,across to
the Western side of the glacier and
clim'bed Mt. Cyril, -carrying out geo
logical and survey work a,s usual.
Later we 'sh~fted camp further up
the 'glader to the foot ofa low pass
('.'Ancestor Pass"), ,which proved to
glVe easy access to the Beardmore
Glacier, suitable fo-r either dogs or
vehides.

Our next move was to head ,across
the glacier to the Eastern side again
t:o examine ,gome rocky spurs, but
the weather deteriorated. Very
slow progress could be made across
the glacier in the new snow and
rough ke formed on the Tufnol
sledge runners. We cleal'ed the
runners· each morning w'ith the
empty sledge upside down, and
again at midday by digging a pit
and dear'ing the runners as we
dragged th,e sledge acro,ss. On the
30th we lay up while mo-re snow
fell, 'and next day' we decided to
move down the glacier. By this
time S'oule 18 in. oif snow had fallen,
and the sledges' were running with
the decks level with the snow sur
face. In the next two days, some
times travelling by compass in
white·out, we travelled only 42 miles
with great effort. From here on,
conditions dmpro,ved slowly, and a
breeze which sprang up -for a few
hours on the 3rd, effected a striking
improvement in the surface. We
reached the iRoss Ice Shelf again
on the 5th and esta.blished a survey
station from which the coast line
was· fixed.

The Southern Party joined us on
the . 6th, and on the 7th the
R.N.Z.A.F. Antarctic Flight Beaver
landed by the 'Camp and flew Biscoe,
Bolt, CO-Oper 'and OliveI' to Scott
Base. The remaindng four sledgea
to Beardmore Depot where all but
Smith were picked up on January
11. Sm'ith did not reach Scott Base
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New University Expedition Explores
Dry Valley Area

by R. W. BALHAM*

The 1958-59 Expedition into the ice-free area 'of Victoria Land
by:a party from the Victoria University of Wellington, led by Dr.
Colin Bull, was so successful that a similar expedition into the same
block of country w$,s mounted during 1959-60.

,',

The programme was 'designed to
complete the broad flelds of the
previous expedition and rf:osupple·
ment their findings. I was respon·
siible for the expedition's biolO'gical
and meteorological work; Mr. R.
H. Wheeler, lecturer in Geography,
was deputy leader, responsible for
the to'pogra'Phical survey. The three
other members of the party were
Messrs. A. Allen and G. G'ilbstm,
graduate students in Geology; and
Mr. 1. Willis, student, who was to
collect specimens fQr pailaeomag
neti'c studies.

The area we were to' work in 'has
already been described by Dr. Bun
in the June, 1959, issue {)If "Ant·
arctic". It is a deglaciated area of
South Victoria Land, lying between
the latitudes 77° S. and 770 45' S.;
and between longitud~s 160 0 E. and
1630 E. H is bounded to the north
by the Miller and iDebenham
Glaciers; to the west by the inland
ice (hel'e at an altitude of about
8,000 ft.); to the south by the Tay
lor and Ferrar Glaciers; and separ
ated from McMurdo Sound to the
east 'by the Wilson 'Piedmont
Glacier.

THE PARTY FLIES IN
Our expedition estalblished its

bases in the Victoria Valley, just
north of the Wdght Valley, from
which last year's party operated.
Our jolb was to -concentrate on the'

for three weeks because of the
Beaver eras'h-a typical example {)If
the uncertainty of AntaI'ctic travel.

In brief, we sledged 150-180 miles,
mapped some a.,000 sq. miles and
collected some 150 Ibs. of geological,
lichen -and soH specimens in seven
weeks.

northern haU ()f this bIO'ck, an area
cO'Vering roughly 22 thousand
square miles. Like last year's ex
pedition, our party was sman in
numbers and financed on a modest
scale. Because of the logistic prolb
lems involved, the expedition was
made possible solely through the
generosity of the United States
Navy.

The three students, p,lus our 3,500
lbs. of gear, left Harewood by
Globemaster Transport on Novem
ber 12, 1959; and the other two
follOlWed by Super Constellation on
N ovem'ber 1'6. During the next
week we organised and Tepacked
our stores at Scott Base. Of para
,mount importance to us all was a
reconnaissance and 'photographi:c
fi'ight in1:o the Dry Valley area
arranged through the co-operati'On
of Mr. G. Toney, O.C., U.S.A.R.P.,
and Captain Munson of tJhe VX 6
Squadron. Two Otter 'adrcraft plus
an official V.S. Navy photographer
were provided ; and not only did
the fHght enable us to see the coun·
try fr-om the air and g'ive us notice
of some of the problems involved
in back-packing through it, but also
it helped us to pick likely sites for
our two hi,gh-Ieve'1 depots. As soon
as the aerial photographs were pro
cessed we set off, the large naval
helicopter in use at MoMurdO' taking
us in on three fli'ghts.

BASES ESTABLISHED
The main :base Was estalblished

at Lake Vashka, at the western end

"Dr. Balham was the leader of the 1959
60 exped'ltlon. He is a lecturer in
Zoology art; the University, and was a
member of the New Zealand com
ponent 0{ the TraJ1s-Antarctil~ExpedI
tion, wintering at Scott Base in 1957,
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of Barwick Valley 'and about six
miles from the Pilateau. One depot
with sUfficient food and fuel for
a'bout 60 man-days was set up at
the eastern end of Lake Vida in the
Lower Victoria Valley. It was close
to the original camp occupied dur
ing the ten-day survey trip made
in the summer of 1958 by members
of the T.A.E. and Victoria Univer
sity of Wellington summer support.
In addition, two high-level depots,
each with about 50 man-day rations,
were esta!blished, the first of them
on the Apocalypse Peaks at about
3,000 ft.; and the second, also at
a:bout 3000 ft., ina ctrque between
the Upper Victoria and the Deben
ham Glaciers. We had hoped to
esta'blish our first high-level depot
at a greater altitude, hut the wea
ther that day prevented our climb
ing any higher; and as it was we
were very grateful to Lieut. Hooper
for ge,tting his helicopter as high
as he did.

The first 'D\VO' days were occupied
in establishing the main camp,
whkh consisted 0If two permanent
Scott tents and one of our portaJble
two-man tents; in setting up the
meteorological screen; and in gen
eral reconnaissance. Then we all
set off on foot down-vall~y to the
depot at Lake Vida, 15 mIles away.

Our programme had been de
signed so that four main blocks
within the Victoria Valley system
could be tackJIed from the various
depots. From the Lake Vida depot
the four other members of the party
worked for llJpproximately two
weeks in the mountains to the
north and south, doing geol~gy,

topographical survey, anq sampling
of orientated rock speCImens for
palaeomagneiic studies. In addition
a second meteorological screen with
self-recording instruments was esta
blished at the Lake Vida depot.
During the previous summer the
expedition in the Wright Valley
immediately to the south had found
in 'general dry 'katabatic winds 'in
the western end, and moist anabatl'c
winds in the eastern end of the
Valley. It is of interest to note
here that While the meteorological
data has not yet been fully analysed,
the wind throughout the leng;th of

the Victoria Valley appears to be
predominanNy f,rom the east.

CARCASSES IN THE VALLEY
I left the party at Lake Vida and

returned to main camp at Lake
Vashka to carry out biological
studies. These are confined to the
collecting 'O'f lichens, mosses and
algae, the analys'is of the fresh
waters in the lakes, the collecting
of plankton and a study of the
desiccated carcasses of seals and
birds on the valley floor. As has
been found before in this dry valley
system, carcasses of both crab-eater
and occasioncrlly Weddell seals are
present, up to 40 miles from the
coast, though why these journeys
which end in death are undertaken
is not known. But a new and sur
prising discovery th'is year was
some 40-odd carcasses of skua gulls
around the shores of Lake Vashka.
That skuas frequent the valley is
known; but again the Teason for
so many dying in this one locality,
40 miles fron1' the sea, in an area
which can afford fresh water but
no food, is not known.

I spent most of my time around
Lake Vashka, doing biological and
meteorological wOTk, acting as the
headquarters unit for the two two
man field p1j.J:'Ities and being 'post
mistress' at the Victoria Valley Post
Office. A good deal of time wa,s
taken up receiving 'and transmitting
telegrams 'for our five-man party,
seeking unsuCC€sS!fully fo'r a fault
in the modulator unit 'Of the large
radio set and keeping a hi-weekly
schedU'le with 'Scott Base and a
twi'ce-dailysched'ule 'With the field
paTties.

AMERICAN VISITOR
The monotony of camp existence

for one man was relieved 'by the
arrival of a most welcome American
guest, Mr. BoIb Rutford. A graduate
geology student from the Univer
sity of Minnesota, he spent albout
two weeks with us stUdying OUT
equipment and techniques. He is
to be a member of a small party
from the UniveTsity of Minnesota
which plans to send an expedition
into the Sentinel Mountains next
summer.

In ail ,some 6£ days were spent
in the fie'ld, and I think it would be
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fair to say that the g~neral explora
tion of thIs aTea' is now complete. '
From nQIW on the area will 'be of
more Interest to specialists. The
expedition 'covered approximately
1,200 miles on foot. The geo
10gistscQovered something like
600 mNes on their traverses and
will -be able to produce a reason
able map of the area. They have
mapped the pre-'Camlbrian meta
morphic basement, the younger
Beacon sandstones and the intruded
dolerites and granites; and they
discovered that the thickness of
the Beacon series is much greliJter
than was found 'hitherto, :being of
the order of 3,500 feet. Seven
survey stations were estalblished to
tie in with ,the survey work done 'by
Lieut.-Commander Richard Brooke
and his northern party of T.'A.E.,
and by Dr. Bull and last year's
University expedition. Over 150
orientated rock specimens, were
collected from the sandstones, doler
ites, dykes and sills, with special
emphasis on samples at the con
tacts.

The weather 'in the valley was
colde'r than that experienced by the
T.A.E. party in the summer of 1958,
a..'1d by Dr. Bull in the Wright
Valley last year. The ice around
the edge 'of Lake Vida opened up
for a few days in Decem'ber and
thaw~d on a few small, shai~ow

lakes; but this was the only free
water experienced through the
whole summer. No water flowed
into either Lakes Vida ,or Vashka,
though in the summer of 1958 Lake
Vida was fed /by rivet's from the
Upper and Lo'wer Victoria Glaciers
and streams kom drques north and
south. The avera:ge temperature at

THE WHITE DESERT
Al'tJhough the Antarctlic has often

been oalled a whi'te desert, few peo·
pIe think of it as a really dtry a'red.
But Dr. RoIbertt P. Sharp told a San
piego audience th'a't if the Antiarctic
were ndt s'(} cold, it would be "as
dry as fue Mojave Deser't." The
amount of moisture deposited on
the AntJarclti,c as snow is comparable
With the amount deposi'ted. on the
Mojave Desert as rain. The avera'g'e
snowfall· in fue An1Jarctlic 'is only
aJbouit five irnches per .year.

Lake Vashka was 29° F., the .ex~
brernes ,being 54°F. 'and go F.

The party :completed 1ts pr~·

gramme and was uplifted by helI
copter on Felbruary 1, 1960, return·
ing to New Zealand by United
State.s military sea transport about
a 'fortnight later.

PRE-VIEW
Lieutenant L. D. Bridge, who 'has

been designated Scott Base leader
for 1961, was at the baS'e from
Jani.la'I"Y 17 till January 28 to get an
instght into its Tunning.

He sailed in the U.S.S. "East
wind". When the ship was off Scott
Island on January 15, Lieutenant
Bridge with three American officers
was landed cm the 'i's'land 'by the
ship's Bell helicopter. They spent.
about one ,and a hal.! hours ashotre.

Scott Island was discovered 'by
Lieut. Evans ()if the relief ship
"Morning" in 1902 and a party
landed after ,some diffi'culty.

Scott ISIland is almost directly in
line on the route -from New Zealand
to the Rass Sea 'and is just within
the Antarctic ei'reIe. It is a small
volcanic island about a quarter of
a mile long and a few hundred
yards wide, mostly ,snow covered
with almost sheer cliffs ·all round.

Lieutenant iBridge obtained geo
logical soil and hotanica'l specimens
which will be taken 'back to New
Zealand for study, and a United
States scientist took gravity read
ings.

Bird life on the island appeared
to 'be mostly Antarctic petrel gulls.

Lieutenant 'Bridge was later trans
ferred at sea to U.S.OS. "TQlWle" by
heJ'i.copter, being 'lowered to the
deck by a hoist while the ship was
stiU at normal speed.

Robert Har'kness, the New Zea
lander who is a member of the new
F.LD.S. team (,see "Antarctic" Sep.
'59), is '28 years of age. He was
:bQlI'n and educated in Ashburton,
and trained as a diesel mechanic.
He worked in Ashburton from 1946
to 1952, when he moved to Northern
Ireland. He joined F.LD.S. last
autumn and saiIed south on "Kista
Dan". He will be spending two
years at the Argentine Islands
(Base F).



THE DRY VALLEY
The mouth of the Taylor Valley

was reached on November 22 and
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Scientists Make Soil Survey of
Ross Dependency

by J. D. McCRAW

Two members of the staff of SoH Survey, New Zealand Depart
ment of Scientific and Industrial Research, Mr. J. D. McCraw,
Pedologist of Alexandra,' and Dr. G. C. Claridge, Chemist and
Mineralogist of Wellington, have spent three 'summer months
working in the McMurdo Sound area.

The 'objects of the expedition !Were in the Victoria Valley and head ()If
to seCl'r'ch fo,r any evidence of soH- the Wright Valley. Next day the
for'ming processes operating In Ant· party flew up the Taylor Va'lley
articaat present; to search for and then ;south up the Koettlitz
buried soils or other evidence of Glacier. A valuable set of aerial
changing climate; to study past photographs was taken by a D.S.
and present rock weathering; to Navy phoiog,rap'her who aocompan·
study permafrost, especially in its ied the party.
relationship to topography, and to At this stage it was decided that
collect as much geological and a visit to a more northerly part of
botanical information as possible. the Continnent was desirable to

':Dhe party left 'Christchurch by obtain a broader picture of the soil
Super Constellation on October 211, pattern. A flight to Cape Hallett
1959, but the ai'rcra.ft was forced to was requested from the D.S. Navy
return through poor weather and and Cl'fter four false starts the party

'1 was able to spend four hours on
McMurdo was not reached unt!- the 'ground at Hallett. 'Soils were
next day. examined at the extensive penguin

After ten days' preparation at rookery and n the great sC'rees faN·
Scott Base the party set out with ing from 'Cape Hallett. Arrange.
two tmctor-drawn sledges and ments were made with some of the
drivers for Cape Royds, 'and after HaUett party to collect Lurther
an uneventful but cold trip 'estaJb- samples.
lished itself in Shackleton's Hut. Preparations were now put in
The hut is in very good repair and hand for a prolonged trip to the
was nccupied during the summer Taylor Dry Valley and on Novem
months 'by two 'biologists who were bel" 19 the party left Scott Base with
studying penguins 'in the nearby two tractors and two 'Sledges and
rookery. two drivers. Camp was pitched

Two days were ..spent examining the fil'st ni'ght on one of the Dailey
the volcanic soils of Cape Royds Islands and next day the party
and then the 'Party moved south to proceeded up the Koettlitz Glacier
Cape Ev:ans. Scoti's Hut was fuU and returned to Cape Chocolate,
of snow and uninhabitaJble, but where a full day was spent examin.
while the scientists were working ,ing the terraces and fans at the
two tractor drivers made a '8't:art mouth of t!he Habbs Glacier. A
with snOlW clearing. It is ,goIng to broken brake drum on one ,of the
be a !big job to dear the whole' tractors threatened to delay the
building. party until spares could be flown

in but expert drIVing and much
RECONNAISSANCE patience in negotiating the worsen.

After returning to Scott Base two ing ice surface made this un
daY'S were spent flying over the nece'ssary.
dry vaUeys of South Victoria Land.
The route lay up the Mc'Kay Glacier,
out on to the Polar Plateau and
across the extensive dry 'Country
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after crossing exceedingly rough
sea-ice the party was' disappointed
to find that it was not possible to
take the tractors inland as planned.

The route inland which had been
plotted from the air wa's found to
be snow free and thus impassible
for tractors. BaSe camp was there
fore established about 200 yards
above the beach in a valley draining
fue extensive moraines further in
land.

A novel innovation was the pro
vision of a small 'cookhouse which
had been constructed at Scott Base
from a packing case. The shape
oIf this structure (3' x 3' x 6' high)
gave rise to many 'ribald comments
but it contrrbuted greatly to the
corn'fort of the party in that it
enabled food to be prepared in a
"standing up" position and kept the
sle€ping tent free from fond. On
the sledge journey across McMurdo
Sound it was used as a shelter by
the passengers on the s'ledges who
were able to recline in their sleeping
bags and read boolffi in 'Comfort.

The tractors departed for Scott
Base on November 23, their crews
collecting soils and moss from But
ter Point on the return journey.

FIELD WORK

Field work ,commenced <hnmedi
ately. The party found itself on
the floor of a valley about 8 miles
wide at the mouth and bounded by
mountain walls reaching over 6,000
ft. The floo,r was covered by heaps
of moraine several hundred feet
high, but further inland topography
was much subdued and several large
frozen lakes had formed behind
morainic or ice dams. The snout of
the Taylor Glacier lay 30 miles to
the westward near the head of the
valley and numerous ice falls and
tributary glaciers fell into the valley
from i'ce fields on the mountains.
The valley was separated into three
distinct Ibasins by transverse rock
ridges (riegels) which were pierced
by narrow gorges.

Food and ,camping gear were
back-packed into a depot about 8
miles frorn the valley mouth and
frorn there carried a further 9 miles
to a camp about 4 miles from the
snout of the Taylor Glacier. From

this camp a point about '6 miles up
the glacier was reached. To save
further camps several trips extend
ing over 24 hours were undertaken.
A'fter a week at this camp the
party 'returned to ,base camp for a
spell and carried out detailed stud
ies of frost phenomena in the
Vicinity. The party then returned
to the mid-valley depot and carried
out several day.s' field work, includ
ing an ascent of the low peak, Mt.
McLennan. Preparations were now
made for manhauling to Marb'le
Point some 20 miles to the north
but the sea-ice was melting and
exceedingly rough. Arrangements
were therefore made for evacuation
by V.S. helicopter which arrived
on November 19 and flew the party
to Marble Point and thence to Scott
Base.

WORK ACCOMPLISHED

It will take some time to ,work
up the notes and samples brought
back and until this is done only
general impressions can be put for
ward.

The expedition was able to estab
lish that, though soils as an agri
culturist understands 'them are un
known, soil-forming processes do
operate in Antarctica. The most
striking evi~ence was a widespread
sUI'facecrust of lime-cemented sand
about two inches thick. This implies
that chemical weathering is taking
place and lime is 'being deposited
from evaporating soil moisture. The
party was much impressed by the
amount of physical weathering tak·
ing place-rock splitting; di..sinte
gration; sculptUring and sand and
ice blasting are commonplace. The
effects of frost action on soils were
noted and the widespread soil poly
gons. stone rings and so on, were
examined. A study of the relation
ship betwe€n the depth to perman·
ent'ly frozen ground (permafrost)
and topography entailed digging
many hundreds of holes.

All in all the trip was a Pro'fitalble
one and the N.Z. Soil Survey can
-truthfully say that it has stUdied
soil processes ;ranging from the
tropics to the pola,r regions.
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N'EWS FROM HALLETT
The Hallett Station Leader com

mented in December that "vast
amounts" of biological work were
being carried out. Reid (New Zea·
land) reports that the first Adelie
penguin eg,g appeared on November
3. Six Emperors arrived on the
27th: they were banded, weighed
and had their temperatures taken.
By December 6, over 127 Emperors
had anived. Up till the time of
Reid's report, the heaviest Emperor
weighed was 661bs. and the lightest
4H lbs. Skua eggs were sighted on
the 18th. The Emperors stopped
migrating a'bout mid·December.

Exceptionally fine weather in
December permitted considerable
outside work, particularly in the
biologfcal field. Almost all snow in
the Station area melted. The high.
est temperature recorded during the
month was 44° F. and the 10lWest
11° F.

An air·drop of Christmas mall on
December 23 was marred by the
loss o,f one bag over the Tucker
Glacier. Four men toiled to 'retrieve
the bag in vain, owing to crevasses.'

SKUA PALS

Brian Reid, the New Zealand bio·
logist, has created something of a
record by establishing 'friendly rela
tions with the 'Skuas.

"'When I first came down here,"
he writes, "I .regarded the Skua
with considerable mistrust as he is
an annoying creature with his
swooping and dive-bombing and I
would be forever ducking my head
and threatening destruction of the
entire Skuary. However, relations
have improV'ed and now two of
them feed out O'f my hand.

"This is a martyr's way of w'in
ning them over as every so olften
they get my fingers along with the
morsel. This produces a howl from
me followed by indIgnant squawks
from them when I've finallyextri
cated the fingers·. I've now given
George and 'Mrs. George half-a-dozen
lectures on table manners 'but they
obviously don't pay attention as
the next time I feed them they try
to include my fingers again.

"The Skuas, like the Penguins,

return to the same mate and nest
each year."

Davis, a U.S. Navy weather man
who wintered at Hallett, voluntarily
stayed on for three months after
he was due fo'r relief, in order to
assist Reid in his biological work.
Davis's enthusiastic support enabled
Reid to extend his programme con
siderably, and his action in staying
on after his mates were relieved
was 'greatly appreciated.

RE-SUPPLY BEGINS

The relief of Hallett Station com
menced on February 4, when the
U.S. Icargo Ship "Arneb" arrived
there from 'Mc!Murdo escorted by
the ice-breaker "Eastwind". "Arnelb"
is the only vessel of the task force
equipped for amphibious operations
such as are required to re-supply
Hallett Station. This is "Arnsb's"
fifth consecutive year in the Ant
arctic. At Hallett her 'boats are
often required to act as tugs, push·
ing large tide-and-wind driV'en ice
floes away from the landing area.

U.S.. U.S.S.R. EXCHANGE

The U.S.S.R. and the United States
have resumed the exchange of
scientists ·between Soviet and Ameri
can Antarctic expeditions.

A seismologist from the California
Institute of Technology, Mr. Gil'bert
Dewart, is on his way to the chief
Soviet 'base at Mirny. A Russian
scientist, Mr. Sveneld Yevteyev, who
will work at the United States Ant
arctic base on Ross Island as a
glaciologist, left New Zealand
aboard the cargo ship "krnelb" late
in January.

The eX'change is in the spirit Of
the 12 - nation Antarctic T,reaty
signed in Washington on December
1, 1959. The exchange of scientists
was suspended a year ago after it
had been carried out for two years
under the ausptces of the Inter
national Geophysical Year. Soviet
approval came through barely in
time to complete arrangements for
the coming year. .
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Renewed French
Activity

In Adelie Land

The 592-von "Norsel" on her sixth
Antarctic voyage reached Hobart on
December 22 en rou te to relieve
Dumont d'Urville Base in Adelie
Land. At a civic reception the Lord
Mayor called the ,gatheling to' atten·
tion wIth a silver whistle used dur·
ing Amundsen's expedition in 1911
1i2. The 'ship sailed south on De
cember 26 and reached "L'ile des
Petrel's", the ba1se site, on January
2, after passing through three bands
of pack-ice of unusual density.

The expedition leader is M. AUred
Faure and the new wintering party
numbers 14. This is France's 10th
Adelie I..;and ExpedUion.

"Norsel" saHed more than 100
miles along the coast line to 1360

58'E.

"Norsel" left Adelie Land on Feb
ruary5. The weather on the return
voyage to Habart, - says Captain
Torger'sen, was "·extremely rough"
'but the ship suffered no damage.

M. P. Ro]lland, Administrator of
France's Southern Territories, was
a passenger on "Norsel".

On October 23 last, the UJ59 ex
pedition doctor, D. Digeor, removed
the appendix of Swis's;born 'engineer,
Girbert Caillet, in the converted
lounge-room at Dumont d'Urville
Base.

France is to continue her pro
gramme of Antarctic research at
an estimated cost next year of
£357,000.

The 158 tons of cargo was dis
charged under excellent ·conditions,
but the summer scientific pro
gramme was made difficult, 'and
shortened, as a result {)If bad wea·
ther and heavy sea's which pre·
vented any of the projected land
ings on other parts 0'£ the coast.
The proposed programme included
the preparation of a geological map
of the Adelie Land coast and a
geolO'gical study of the moraines.

WILKES STATION
Summer came early at Wilkes

Station ,where temperatures up to
freezing point were experienced
during November and where the
winter's fast ice went out as early
a's November 3. All around and
still partlycover'ing the huts of the
station the winter accumulation
of snow was still persisting, the
only effect of the summer thaw be·
'in'g to make the buildings leak like
sieves despite every effort to avoid
this.

Taking advantage of good settled
weather during mid·December, Pen·
ney and Denholm, 'in a twelve-foot
dinghy with outboard motor, visited
most of vhe i'slands of tlhe Windmill
group, and 'landed on several of
them, including Frazier Island. They
began a biolog'ical lSurvey, co'1lected
egg albumen from nesting petrels
and banded small groups of Adelie
penguins and pintado petrels. The
tot<1'l distance covered by the dinghy
was over eighty miles.

The leader of the 18-man WiIkes
relief party for 1960 will be Harry
Black, a veteran of Australian Ant
arcti'c work. Three Americans are
included in the party, and a fourth
Ameri'can, the biologist, Penney,
who ha's already spent a year at
Wilkes, is remaining for ,a second
year.

HOl\'IING PENGUINS
Various navigational experiments

with Adelie penguins have 'been car
ried out by Penney. Small groups
have been released at varying dis
tances from <the station. The ulti·
mate test may !be assumed to have
been made when, m early Decem
ber, a plane .from IMctMurdo Sound,
1,200 miles away, returned to, that
area with five marked penguins to
be liberated.

NEW AIR LINK
For the first time an air link has

been made between the Antarctic
mainland and Australia, via Mc
Murdo Sound ,and New Zealand.
A member of the WHkes wint-ering
team -for 1959 had been awaiting
evacuatio-n since the previous April
at which time he had been taken ill.
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On December 3 a D.S. Neptune air
cr-aft from M'oMurdo Sound lan'ded
on a strip prepared on the plateau
albove the station. It remained on
the strip for only 2 hours 18 min
utes, during which time the sick
man was taken aboard and the
plane refuelled. All this time a
D.'S. Constellation aIrcraft circled
overhead. The sick Australian was
evacuated 'from MoMurdo to Christ
church, N.Z., and thence to Mel
bom'ne.

RECORD RADIOSONDE

With the expected relief party
only days away the outgoing meteo
rologists at WUkes, Hansen and
Hardy, achieved a record radiosonde
flight with a sounding to 115,911
feet-almost 20 miles 'high.

It was announced in Canberra on
February 16 that one of two heli
copters being used by the Australian
expedition has been wrecked during
a survey flight of the coast of Aus
tralian Antarctic Territory.

The crash occurred on 'February
13, when t'he aircraft ,was caught
in' violent tur.bulence and 70 miles
an hour winds at Hatch Inlets, at
the head of Vincennes Bay, 50 mile's
south of Wilkes Base.

The pilot, Captain Ivanoff, and
surveyor, Dav'id Coo-k who was a
passenger, both had bruises and
lacerations.

LATE NEWS
After relieving Wilkes Station,

the "Magga Dan" worked her way
eastward a'long the coast, and new
landings were made ,by the !Aus
tralian party.

Mr. Law and Capt. Pedersen too,k
the ship into the bottom ()!f Vin
cennes Bay where no ship had pre
viously been. Data collected will
allow Australian cartographers to
delineate the coast accurately.

A small party was landed on a
rocky peninsula east of Hatch Is
land wheTe latitude and 'longitude

were accurately deteI'mined in a
40-knot wind and bitter Icold.

The "Magga Dan" then moved
into more unknown waters through
a maze (}If giant Icebergs to 1:'he
Davis Islands which have been
photographed from the air but not
previously visited.

NIGHT LANDING

A night landing on the laI'gest
island was made with difficulty, but
the following morning the scientific
investigatIons included collection of
geological specimens and study of
the wild 'life.

The "Magga Dan" next made a
new landfall on the Sa'brina coast
west o'f Cape Southerd.

The two tiny rock outcrops 10
miles apart were named Chick Is
land and Henry Island by D.S.
aerial photographers in 1948 'but
the "Magga Dan" was the first ship
to reach the ice .shelf 'beside Chick
Island.

GERMAN EXPEDITION
CALLED OFF.

The proposed .expedition to be
led (by mountaineer Dr. Karl Herlig
koffer (see "Antarctic", vo1. I, 271,
299, 333) has again been postponed,
this time indefinitely. The reason
given is lack of financial support.
Philatelists who rsentcoveI's to the
organisers have had them returned
to them bearing a cachet, "Deutsche
Antarktis ExpeditIon 1958-60, Neu
Schwabenland", and a rubber stamp
confirming the postponement.

-("Polar Post.")

The New Zealand Antarctic ,So
ciety's vo'lume "The Antarctic To
day" has been translated into
Russian, and an Argentinian edition
in SpanIsh is being prep-a,red.

On "Glacier" during the penetra
tion o-f the Bellingshausen Sea was
Dr. Robert Cushman Murphy, 72
year-old American biologist and
author.
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SOVIET TRACTOR TRAIN REACHES
THE SO'UTH POLE

The Russian traverse party which left Mirny on September 27,
arrived at the South Pole on December 26. This is the first time
any party has reached the Pole from the Indian Ocean side of the
Antarctic.

On arrival at Komsomolskaya,
500 miles inland, which was not
occupied during the winter, the
pa;rty put into running condition
the thr·ee Kharkovchanka snow
vehicles which had. ibeen left there
seven months previously. Stores
were ·cached land an air"strip pre'
pared for the flying-in oif further
equipment.

The traverse proper began on
November 6 from Komsomolskaya.
The train complised the three 35
ton Kharkovchankas draWinJg ten
sledges loaded with 400 tons of
stores and scientific equipment,and
two track-laying vehides. The
Kharkovchankas are 30 feet long,
13 feet wide, and are mounted on
broad (three-foot) knife-like trMks.
They are flat-topped with a super
structure made of low heat conduct
in'g ma;tel'ial. They are hermetically
seale'dand aLl: conditioned.

TRAVEL DE LUXE
Living and sleeping quarters (in

duding reading lamps) are provided
for six men. There is linoleum on
the floors and curtains on the nine
porthoIes.

The scientists 0]1 board can make
all their oIbservations without ever
leaving the inSide. Outs'ide the hull
and screwed dow,n 'from the floor
of the vehides are ·scientific instru
ments, readings :Drom whi'ch are
taken from the heated interior.

Nozzles run warm air 'between
the double glass of armour-plate
portholes to keep them dear for
o:b:se'rvations. To enable those an
the vehicles to navIgate by the
stars or the sun, the:re isa 'pers:pex
plate 'in the roo,f.

1,000 HORSEPOWER
The vehides are powered by 1.2

cylinder diesels of 520 horsepower,
withou t the supercharger, 1,000

horsepower with it.
The Russians 'Claim that, in good

weather, they can travel at 28 miles
an hour thmUlgh three feet of snorw
and the vehicle-scan withstand tem
peratures as low as _94 0

•

While the Russians were at
Vostok an TL·12 plane made a ski
landing at the station, the flrst
time a plane of this type 'has landed
in the intedor of the AntarcUc.

The train reached V'Ostdk on
November 29, after 23 days' travel
ling from Komsomolskaya.

The 16 'Russians left again on
December 8' with ·two Kharkov
chankas, one caterpUlar tractor and
foursled'ges. From Vostok to the
Pole the plateau. slopes gradually
downward. On Decemiber 12 the
train halted -at 80° 14' S., lObo '50' E.,
125 miles south of Vostok, 'for seis
mic soundings.

The train was sighted on Decem
ber 13 by ;the crew and 50 passen
gers od' a UnIted States Navy Super
Constellation, 'returning from an
aerIal reconnaissance mission over
the plate'au. The Russian party
was seen several miles to starboard.
It was about 162 mi'les south of
Vostok when it was si'ghted !by the'
Americans.

The pHot of the American 'Plane
(Carpt. William H. Munson) saId:
"We simpl~ dipped our wings in
a gesture of good luck."

NEARING THE POLE
A request for daily radio contad

between the Russians and the Pole
station was 'received at U.S. Ant
arctic headquarters in Christchurch
on December 24. The message,
whtchcame from Mirny through
McMurdo, Sound, gave the tractor
party's posItion at 3 p.m. Moscow
time on 'De'cember 22 as 87 0 S., 106°
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45' W. This is about 180 miles !from
the Pole.

The train reached rthe Pole at
'nooli, MosCow time, on Decem'ber
26, after a trek of 1,670 miles.

All 16 members of the expedition,
led 'by Mr. Alexander Dralkin, were
in exceHent heaith when they reach·
ed the Pole. The mechanical equip
ment of the expedition was in -good
condition when it arrived.

WELCOMEl
As the tractors halted, out stepped

16 tired :but happy Russians-scien·
tists, drivers, mechanics. Promptly,
the Americans invited them in for
a meal of Southern-style pork
chops, eggs, and fried potatoes.

After eating, the Russ'ians asked
for a Hollywood western, and the
Aanericans obliged with John
Wayne standing off the ApaDhes
in "Hondo". The next morning
everybody 'Sat down to breakfast
plates piled 'high with buckwheat
cakes.

As friendships 'fo,rmed, the Ameri
cans heard some harrowing stories
of their -guests' 1,670·mile trek from
the Russian base at Mirny, on the
Antarctic shore of the Indian Ocean.
Often, the tractors' tracks would
crack in the mmus·50deg. 'cold.
Sometimes as the huge machines
were trundling across mountains
10,000 ft. high, the ground would
o>pen and one af them would tip
into a 'crevasse. The other two
would crawl back and tug the help
less behemoth free.

ROUGH GOING
It was the passage between the

Komsomolskaya and Vostok stations
whleh proved the most diffi'cult, With
loose drifting snow handicapping
progress.

Despite the yard-wide special
tracks on the vehicles, first the
vehicles and then the trailers had
to be pulled out of the snow, iMos
coW Radio said.

At the beginning of the journey
the 'landscape was comparatively
fiat snow, but 'later the terrain
changed to> small hills and valleys.

'I'he comparatively soft snow sur·
face alternated with bumpy stretches
When loose articles had to 'be tied
to the vehicles because od' the roll-
ing and pitching.

The Russians told the Americans
they hadexpeflenced temperatures
of minus 40 tj} 60 degrees. They
had a 'few mecnanical diffioulties,

WORK EN ROUTE
On the traN the Russians worked

17 to 19 hours a day, stopping two
hours for eaoo. of two meals. The
scientists slept on the trail in the
tractors and the dr'ivers and mech
anics slept While the scientists were
working.

During thei,r journey the Rus
sians made meteorological, glacio
logical,gravim~trical ,and terrestrial
observations.

Tass said th~ expedirtion did not
try to> break any records. It stopped
about every 70 miles to make scien
tific observati'ons for a meridional
cross-section of the ice covering the
continent.

It had crossed areas never before
trodden by mep,

BACK AGAIN
It was thought that the Russians

planned to push on 2,000 miles far
ther to the other side of the con
tinent at Lazarev Station, although
a Tass report in early Decem'J:>e[>
had spoken of their return to Vas
tok by the time the relief 'ships
arrived at M1rny. But two days
later, after another buckwheat-cake
breakfast, the Russians decided to
leave, ;going back the way they had
come.

The Russ'ia.n,s told the Americans
that a Russian supply ship was due
at Mirny in a 'fortnight and they
planned to make a fast return trip,
They had placed fuel caches along
the route and planned to make
only minor scientific observations
on the way back. As a result they
hoped to average US miles a day on
the return journey.

RETURN JOURNEY
The Russian tractor party left

the South Pole at 1,51 a.m. on
Decemlber29 on its 'return trip to
Mimy, via Vostak. Wh:!le at the
Pole seistni'c soundings were taken.

'I'he train 'reached Vostok on the
return on January 8, following the
ruts made [by the tractors on tIte
outwaFd journey. There was clear,
cloudless weather, and no strong
wind, the train making 50 to 100
miles a day.
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VOSTOK
The minimum temperature olf

----J1'22.2° F. recorded in August was
the coldest 'recorded anyWhere on
the earth durin'g 1959.

In late Octdber the temperature
at Vostok was -49° to -85° F.

The wintering-over party of '10
for 1960 wHI be led by V. S. Sidorov,
who will /be spending 'his second
winter at the South Geomagnetic
POlle.

Vostok was considerably extended
last year. Much new equipment for
auroral and magnetic observations
was installed. Five separate mag
netic 'pavilions' are connected by
55 yds. long passages. Over 100
cubic metJres of snow had to be
removed to the surface for their
construction.

/'

LAZAREV
The bUildings at Lazarev cove'r

80 sq. metres and are connected by
cO\i"ered ways. A subsidiary base
has been constructed five and a half
miles south-east of the main station.
At first only meteorological obser
vations were taken here, but later,
magnetic O'bser'vations' were also'
inade.Remote-coiltrol instruments
'made it possible to note tempera
ture and wind direction and speed
from inside the building.

Up until mid-August the sea at
Lazarev was generally lce-kee, fre
quent 'gales 'breaking up the newly
formed ice and carrying it to the
coast.

During traverse operations in
August, the shelf was studied two
and a half mile:s to the east of the
station. In the north-south dlrec-

'tion, a valley was found with sev
eral crevasses. To the south-west
morainal deposits were found in the
crevasse'd re-gion uncovered: sand,
grey sandy loam, shingle, lichens
and shells.

Early in October over - snow
vehicles made short journeys near
the base and a topographical survey
of the, area 'was 'carried out. A
wide inlet had 'been ·formed in the
ice 12 miles north of the stat:ion,
caused ,by the calvin'g O'f icebergs.
Smaller bergs had 'broken· off two
or three miles north-west of
Lazarev.

The leader ,for 1960 will.lbe ,L. 1.
Dulbrovin. The wintering-over team
of ten will compile a geologtcal map
of the Queen Maud Land Moun
tains under the supervision of D.
Solovyev, who has served on three
previous expeditIons.

LAZAREV-MIRNY FLIGHTS
The first flight between the Mirny

and Lazarev Stations (see Decem
ber "Antarctic", pages 140 and 144)
was completed by the 'return O'f the
LI-2 plane to Mirny on November
1. At Lazarev the aircraft made
two reconnaissance fl'ights, one
along the Princess Astrid Coast,
the other south of Lazarev in the
region O'f the Wohithat and So'r
Rondane Mountains. Two groups
of peaks about '10,000 feet high
were discovered in 72° S., 16° E.
This flight was made primarily to
plot the 'best route i'rom the centra'!
plateau to the Princess Astr'id Coast.

The plane left on the return flight
to Mirny on October 28, and made
stops at King Baudouin, iMawson,
Davis and Showa Stations.

An eleven-hour, 2,,170-mile non
stop flight from Lazarev to iMirny
was made on January 1:1 by A.
Pimenov pilotin'g an IL·14. The
flight was made to transport E. S.
Korotkovich, Chief 'of the Fifth
Antarctic Expedition, to the station.
Since its delivery two weeks before
from the Soviet Union, the plane
had already made two exploratory
flights, one in the direction of King
Baudouin Stati'on (Belgian) and the
other to the Pole o.f Relative 'In
accessibility.

Russians gave the Australians at
Mawson and Davis gi>fts O'f cham
pagne and 'cigars at Christmas.

A new Russian gazetteer of East
Antarctica contains 750 place
names. 'A bay and 'an island have
been named after Ivan Khmara the
20-year-old tractor driver who'was
,kill~d 1n. 1956 during the, landing
on the Pravda Coast.

A Polish party will again occupy
Oasis Station, whIch has been re
named Dobrowolski.

•
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Fifth Soviet Antarctic Expedition
Settles In

Temporary scientific research
bases wiN be established in several
localities on the coast and inland.

Additional aircraft comprise one
Il-14, two L!·2, one An-2, and one
he'licopter Ni-4. New sledges for
the tractor teams with a better
coupUng system have been sent
south.

Protective masks with electric
heating have been proVided for men
working at the high inland Ibases.
Power for t:he masks comes 'from
high capacity portable accumula
tors. Gas analysing devices for
protection against incomplete gas
combustion in the heating installa
tions a,re used, by field parties.

FLIGHT TO POLE?
Rear Admiral David Tyree has

agreed to a :Russian request for
landin'g facilities at the Pole.

The Russians asked permission
to fly in one of the I:lyushin 12 air
craft at a date yet to be decided.
They asked if the aircraft could
take on 1,000 ,gallons of 'fuel at the
Pole and Admiral Tyree agreed.
'Dhe purpose of the flight is to com
plete seismk measurements made
by the ground: party whtch visited
the Pole in December.

The aircraft lWtll flyover the
same route as the ground party
from Vostok t.o the Pole.

In the'i·r sIgnal to Admirai Tyree
the Russians ~a:id they would make
the results of the measurements
available to the Americans, Tf they
wanted them.

Admiral Ty.ree has offered the
Russians spe'cial weather reports
for the flight and added "best of
luck". The distance from Vostok
Station to the Pole is about 700
miles but it is not known whether
the aircraft will take off from Vas
tok or Mirny Station on the coast.
F'rom Mirny to the Pole the distance
is about 1,400 miles.

"\

Over 120 men will winter this year
stations, Mirny, Vostok and Lazarev.

SliP MOVEMENTS
"Ob" left Leningrad on November

12 and •• K'Ooperatzia " left on
November 15.

The "Kooperatzia", carrying mem
bers of the t1'f:th expedition, includ
ing an Amertcan, two Czechs and
three East German scientists, ar
rived at Mkny early in JanuaJry.
The ship was moored near the
shore ice 11 miles from the main
land.

The "Ob", after partially unload
ing at Lazarev and rendering aid
to the Japanese ice~breaker "Soya'"
approached the edge of the 'fast ice
about five miles from Marwson.
Here, aviation gas was transferred
from the ship by helicopter 'for the
flights planned 'between Lazarev
and Mirny. "Ob" was to travel
eastwards from Lazarev to try and
penetrate the Bellingshausen Sea.

FUTURE PLANS
Soviet scientists will set up a

series of permanent bases in the
Antarctic next year to supply future
expeditions, Tass reported on FeIb
ruary 18.

The sixth Soviet expediti'on to the
Antarctic has already be'gun train
ing and will replace the fifth expedi
tion next December.

Research wi'll 'be continued at
Mirny and at Lazarev, in Queen
Maud Land.

Lazarev was a "long-term" base
for geological research and would
in'crease ,in importance," the ;radio
said.

It Was planned to move the Laza
rev base in 1962 from the iICe shelf
in Queen Maud Land to a region
sheltered iby mountains and suit
able for the handling of heavy air
cra'ft with inter-continental range.

'A meteorological oUUpost will 'be
set up on the present site o'f the
Lazarev base.

at the three Russian
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AUSTRALIANS ACTIVE AT ALL
A.N.A.R.E. BASES

AT MAWSON
The earliest contact of the year

at Mawson was on the night of
December 10 when the U.S.S.R. ship
"Ob" cut into the fast ice to leave
emergency fuel for use by Russian
aircraft. Helicopters plied back and
forth over the five miles between
ship and station during that night
and all the next day, bringing wel·
come mai'l to those ';1-t Mawson.

further visit to the lakes was made
on November 26 during which jour·
ney twenty-five thousand penguins
were -counted in the various rooker·
ies in the neighbourhood. The first
penguin egg was seen on December
5 by Fuller, Newman, O'Gonnan
and Braunsteffer during a trip to
Crooked Fiord. On this trip also
the first eighteen elephant seals
were ()ibserved to have 'arrived at
Mule Island.

A dog sledging journey up Long
Fiord commenced on December 9,
the party being Torckler, Eadie and
Keuken. The dogs perfonned re·
markably well. Numerous skuas,
cape pigeons and snow petrels were
!banded and most unexpectedly~ two
skuas wearing Russian bands were
captured. Not until November 24
was the weather sufficiently settled
to allow a second trip up Long
Fiord, when Fuller, Newman, O'Gor
man and Braunsteffer set out with
the tractor and two sledges in tow.
Next day, Braunsteffer and New
man started for their crossing o[
the Vestfold from east to west with
the object of measuring the level
of the [our lakes under observa
tion, and checking on bird life, as
they went. On their way they
found a waterfall and, in a depres·
sion 24 metres below sea-level, some
large dumps of mosses.

As the Australian bases on the coast of Eastern Antarctica are
dependent for relief on sea transport' from Australia, no early
switch-over of personnel is possible, as at McMurdo Sound. But
activity comes with the spring.

AT DAVIS
In early November Hfe began to

return to Davis Station in the shape
of a skua gull and a giant petrel,
closely followed by the first penguin.

Flight in a different form was in
evidence on November 12 when a
Russian plane flew o'ver the station
on its way to MClIwson. Bad wea
ther on the return flight from
Mawson to Mirny brought a wel
come diversion in the arrival ()if the
Russian crew 'of their Convair-type
plane to ;spend a night at Davis.
Films, Russian cigarettes, vodka
and general goodwill made this a
very happy meeting, and an almost
unwelcome favourable weather re
port next morning brought the
visit to an early close.

A second Russian visit occurred
on November 30, when another
Russian plane called, bringing this
time a Russian film. Mr. A. Dral
kin, leader at Mirny Base and Chief'
of the Polar Institute in Leningrad,
being an oceanographer, was very
interested in some of the lakes in
the Davis area, which are never
known to have frozen. Newman
and Braunsteffer acted as ,guides
and took Mr. Dralkin, ,an interpreter
and a ,photographer on -a trip up
Long Fiord and then on foot to
Club Lake and some smaller lakes
nearby. The visitors were thrilled
by the visit and took back many
water samples and -rock specimens.
The Russian visitors took off on
their return to Mirny in blazing
sunsh'ine on December 1.

LOCAL TRIPS
StE'iger and Braunsteffer lEiftbase

on November 14 to gather data
from Lakes Dingle, Stinear, Deep
and Club, travelling on foot. They
were to be picked up by a sledge
party for their 'return journey. A.
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A - warm summer was heing
experienced irom December 1, on
which day temperatures for the
first time rose above freezing point.
Open water was visible six miles
to the north of the station and
there was every indication that the
havbour ice would go out quite
early.

However, a hurrieane .on Decem
'ber 28 which wrecked both aircraft
was a bitter blow. Not only did it
cause great material damage and
loss; it called a halt to a project
which, with the help of nearly
e~eryone,. had taken ,a year's plan
nIng and hard wOl'k to establish
successfully. For weeks after the
sea-ice became unsafe for ail'craft
flying was maintained from th~
well-equipped plateau airstrip, to
the .great benefit of the programme
of field .exploration and mapping.
There were in fact two plateau air
strips--one close to MaJWson, the
other, established by "Operation Ice
field" in November, at Mt. Twintop.

THE GREAT BLOW

The vivid story from the Leader
at Mawsnn; Mr. J. M. BecheTvaise
ind~cates that this polar hurricane:
WhlCh reached an estimated 11'5
m ..p.h. with erratic gusts far in ex
cess of that speed, developed with
out warning. Parties had left Maw
son Station 9uring the morning to
make routine inspections of the air·
craft on tJ:1e plateau strip. When
these parties reached the airfield
the ·wtTId had already ,reached 80
m.p.h. and one Beaver aircraft had
snapped a tie Wire, despite its three
ton' breaking strain. The second
Beaver seemed secure.

The hero of the day was Sqd/Ldr
Sandercock who acted quickly and
:v'ith~ut .thol;!ght of personal safety
In cl~mbll:g Into .the sliding aircraft,
starti~g Its engmeand holding its
~ose mto the prevailing wind duI"
mg the increasing storm for no
less than two hours before assis
tance arrived in the form of a
weasel tractor. Further cables were
attached to this aircraft and for a
short time the situation seemed to
be well in hand. However further
gusts reC!-ching 120 m.p.h.' quickly
wrote fims to both planes. A 'wing

was wrenched off the first Beaver
and was thrown 100 yards through
the' air. The other wing collapsed
in the. m'iddle. The second Beaver
broke loose from its 7Hon Caibles
and was eventually wrecked com
pletely, despite the most strenuous
efforts to secure it.

PLANS FOR RELIEF
Th~ destruction of both Beaver

a~rcraft meant that a replacement
?-lrcraft had to be speedily found
m Australia, where the relief ship
"Thala Dan" was preparing to
leave for Mawson. It was intended
that the air strength at Mawson
would b~.. increased during 1960 by
the addItIon of a Dakota aircraft
equipped for jet-assisted take-off.
This aircraft was loaded on the
"Thala Dan", which left for Maw·
son on January 10. The Dakota
will be the only aircraft at Mawson
until a Beaver taken south on the
"Magga Dan" arrives from Davis
Station at the end of this summer.

SIDPS SAIL

The "Magga Dan" sailed from
MeLbourne on January 5, with relief
parties for Davis and Wilkes. The
HThala Dan" sailed for Mawson on
January 10. On board the "Magga
Dan" was Mr. Phillip L!l!w, Director
of th~ .t\ntarcti'c Division, who stated
that In the not too distant future
he hoped to make his annual visit
to the Antarctic bases by air. By
that means he 'could vIsit all three
Antarctic Ibases in the space of
three weeks, whereas now he is
only able to visit two of the bases
during each twelve months.

The Leader' of the eight-man
party at Davis for the ,coming year
IS Mr" Ian Douglas, a 25-year-old
Mellbourne ·solicitor. On board the
H·Magga Dan" were one Beaver air
craft and two helicopters in the
charge of Wing Commander Dick
Creswell. The two helicopters Will
be used Jor ice reconnaissance'
while the Beaver, afteT use at Davis
'Station, will be delivered to Mawson
to replace the two similar aircraft
destroyed in the hurricane of late
December.
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NEW ARRIVALS
The "Magga Dan" with the Davis

relief party came in sight of the
Vestfold hHls late on January 30.
By the evening of February 3, the
relief had been completed and
"Magga Dan" sailed at short notice
on the morning of the 4th for
Wilkes Station. On the southern
trip "Magga Dan" was holed just
above the water line by ice. The
ship's engineer spent four hours on
a platform over the stern welding
the cracked plates. Winds up to
70 m.p.h. were encountered during
the southern trip.

At Mawson among the first things
to be unloaded when the "Thala
Dan" arrived in early Felbruary was
the Dakota aircraft. At this station
a new 120-kilowatt powerhouse i's
being erected to replace the one
destroyed by fire last year. Sixty
men are working 14 hours a day to
complete ,this and other new build
ings before the winter sets in.

The new leader at Mawson wiH
be Hendrik Geysen, an ex-leader of
a Dutch Resistance group. The
wintering complement Will be 33.

In the course of further expl~ra.
tory work along the coast of En
derby Land before returning to
Melbourne 'it was intended that the
"Th<.>la Dan" ,would drop a team
of three men in Amundsen Bay to
sledge the 200 miles across the ice·
gap to King Edward VIII Gulf.
Leader would be Syd Kirkby (sur·
veyor) and with him would be
geologist Ruker and a radioman.
They would have as transport two
eight-dog sledge teams.

TV FOR ANTARCTICA
The successful reception of Mel·

bourne TV programmes by Rus
sians at 'l\JIirny last year has persu
aded the new paTty for iMaWson to
take With them a TV set. The
special aerial will be 100 feet high.
Mawson 'is 3,500 miles away from
Mel!bourne, 'considerably further
than Mirny.

LEWIS ISLAND
The automatic weather station on

LeJWis Island has been restored to
full operating efficiency since ea,rly
in February.

Research Instilute
An institute, to be known as the

Mawson Institute for Antarctic Re
search, is to 'be established witllln
the department of geology at the
University of Adelaide.

It is to be established from the
beginning of next year.

This WCl!S decided by the Univer
sity Council on November 27.

It is intended that the actiovities of
the institute would be:
• To foster polar studies and re

search.
• Maintain a collection of Antarctic

literature.
• Maintain and develop a collection

of Antarctic equipment, especia'lly
that associated with the explora
tions of the late Sir <Douglas
Mawson.

• Maintain and develop collections
of geological and biological speci
mens associated with the Ant·
arctic.

• Maintain a room or rooms for
the use of workers engaged in
Antarctic research.

• Promote whenever possrble public
lectures relating to polar research.

In'itially a collection of Antarctic
literature will be housed in a separ
ate section of the Ban Smith Lib
rary and other items will be shown
in the ,geology department of the
S.A. Museum. .

NEW STAt'ltPS
Fifty years Qif Australian explora

tion in the Antarctic are commemo
rated in the four new Australian
stamps issued on December 16. The
denominatiol1!S have 'been altered
because Qif postal rate changes:

5d. (brown), David, Mawson and
Mackay at the Magnetic Pole.

8d. (blue), weasel and team.
1/· (deep blue,green), sledge and

dog team.
2/3 (green), Emperor penguins.

When the Perth physicist Grorge
Cl'esswell went to 'Mawson he took
his motor cycle with him. He
cabled "Motor bi'ke performing well
on hard ice but use1ess in sO'ft
snow."
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JAPANESE ANTARCTIC SUPPLY SHIP
TRAPPED IN ICE

The Japanese ice-breaker
succession, had to seek outside
re-supplying Showa Base.

The 2,736-ton "Soya" had been re
modelled to make her a more effici
ent ice-vessel.

By arrangement, "Soya", 'which
left Cape Town on December 18,
met the Russian vessel "Ob", nea'r
the 1959 air-transporting 'point, on
January 1, and the two ships moved
south-west into clo:se pack-ice to a
point 4 miles N.N.W. of Showa
Station. Here "heliports" were con
structed on the ice-floes and trans
portation of supplies 'began. On
the first day, two Sikorsky S-58
helicopters each flew eight times to
Showa, and carried 92 tons of
material. Between January 2 and
6 no fewer than 59 flights were
made. In addition, one journey was
made over the ice with three Sno
cats.

THE "OB" MOVES ON
On January 6 ,both 'Ships moved

out to the open sea and the Japanese
"said 'Goodbye' with thanks". "Soya"
then carried out oceanographical
observations. The weather wa:s 100
bad for the helicopters to fly.

On January 16, with improved
weather, "Soya" CIIgain pushed into
the pack. The heliport was estab
li'shed 85 miles N.N.E. of the sta·
tion. From JanuCllry 16 to 18, 17
heli-copter flights were made and 30
tons o'f supplies transported, as well

-as'the 15 men o,f the new wintering
party. . --

_ Dn F'elbrua:ry 2 a third attempt
was made to -complete the change
over, at a point 53 mUes from
Showa. On the 3rd, "Soya" ,came
alongside the fast ice in 68°. 17' S.,
39° 51' E., about 49 miles north of
the station, and the two over-snow
v:ehicles aided the '!i.eIicopters in the
operation; whIch· wa:scompleted on
February 6. The total quantity
transported was 154 tons.

"Soya", for the third year in
assistance in the difficult task of

It took "Soya" about a ,week to
escape 'from the consolidated ice.
On February 11 the ship reached
the ice-edge -and did oceanographic
and ice-survey work along the kec

edge between Riiser-Larsen Penin
sula and EndeDby Land. On Febru
ary 21 she left fOT home.

THE 1960 TEAM
The new I5-man wintering team

had by this time -begun work. Cos
mic-ray mesotron observing equip
ment and a Lewiin-sonde have 'been
installed. Of the new team, the
leader, T. Torii (41), is a geochem
ist, 'and N. Murakoshi, a meteoro
logist, wintered over with the fipst
expedition. The team includes nine
scientists, a docto'r, a radio-operator,
two engineer"drivers, and two cooks.

The latest news received is that
"Soya" on February 10 had been
una:ble to move because Qif thick ice.

NEW EMPHASIS
This year there wiU be an em·

p'hasis on geographi'CCl'l 'survey 'and
O'bservation, -in which Professor
Tetsuya Torii, O'f Chiba University,
the leader O'f the 'Wintering team
of 15 at Showa Base, is a specialist.
There are four geogra:phers in the
new team as compared with one in
the team which has been relieved.
JaJPanwill -co-operate in the com
pilation of an accurate map of the
Antarctic covering the sector 30° E.
to ~5° E., from the -coast of Princes'S
Ra:gnhild Land to the ,coast of
Prince Olav Land. -For this, instead
of aircraft, the Japanese team will
use a terra-meter, a IShort-wave
radio .in:strument wh'ich measures
accurately between two points with
high frequency waves.

DOGS ~E)TURN

The Japanese party will he aided
bya team of Kara-futo -sled dogs,
for use on extensive t,rips to points
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in the interior. They :inclu'de two'
allready ,famous animals, Tare> and
Jh'o, the dogs which with others
had to be left behind by the depart
ing second expedition in February,
1958, and which were found alive
and well when the third expedition
arrived at 'Showa in January, 1959.
Other experienced mem!bers of the
dog team will be Tochi, Mari and
Miya, who were on the job last
year. Eleven neIW dogs have arrived,
as well as a husky pup, a gUt from
the Belgian expedition.

Japan will probably continue ac
tivity in the Antarctic until the
seventh expedition, but final ap
proval to this plan has still to 'be
given !by the Science Council of
Japan. This is largely dependent
upon adequate financial support
from the Japanese Go-vernment.

The first South African party to
occupy the Norwegian-built base on
the Queen Maud Land coast had by
no means an easy passage.

The "Polarbjorn" left Cape Town
on December 3 and reached the
pack-ice at 60° S. on the 13th. From
then on the going became ~low.

South of 66° S. the pack-ice was
unusually heavy, and the ship stuck
fast on several occasions.

Those on board were just begin
ning their New Year's Eve dinner
when the Argentine ice-ibreaker,
"General San Martin", was sighted
from the bridge. Neither ship had
known the other was in the vicinity.

kfter exchanging signals, it wa's
agreed that the "Polarlbjorn" should
,follow the Avgentine ship, which
was sailing in arbout the same sou
therly direction. Officers of both
ships and memJbers of tlhe South
African expedition were entertained
to N eIW Year parties a!board each
vessel.

As the ship'S continued towards
the coast of Antarctirca, about 150
miles away, the "Polarbjorn" could
hardly keep up the eight-knot speed
of the ice-breacker and several times
had to be helped out afthe pack·
ice, which formed again immediately

SOUTH
IN

AFRICAN SHIP
TROUBLE

in the wake of the Argentine :vessel.
At one stage the "General San

Martin" -helped by breaking the -ice
for a stretch af almost one hundred
miles. But soon after its departure,
the "PolaI1bjorn" stuck fast again.

The expedition reached the base
on January 8, 37 days after its
departure from Cape Town; and
after three days of hecUc work the
offloading was fini:shed. The return
voyage began on the 13th and was
completed on the 27th. Ice 'Condi
tions had improved, and apart from
a few hours in heavy pack-ice on
the 14th no difficulties were en
countered.

The 10-man South African winter
in,g party is led by J. J. la Grange.
It includes a Medical Officer and
fOUlr meteorologists. The average
age of the party is 27.

The emphasis 'will be on meteoro
logy, with th'ree-hourly surface ob
servations, daily radiosonde 'ascents,
and ,studies in radiation -and micro
meteorology. The Norwegian pro·
gramme in geology, glaciology and
magnetism will be continued. Dr.
Van del' Merwe will do physiQllogical
research, using the members of the
expedition as ,guinea-pigs.

£hilean News
The Chi-lean ice·breaker "Piloto

Pardo" left Valparaiso in December
for Punta Arenas to embark re
placements for the Chilean Ant
arctic bases. The Ambassador O!f
Venezuela in Chile and her Naval
and Military Aides are _being taken
south as guests of the Chilean
Government. They are the first
foreign diplomats to v'irsit the Chil
ean stations.

Under the auspices of the Circulo
Antartico Chileno, an Antarctic ex·
hibition was helld in December in
the National LLbrary, Santiago. Pic
tures of Chilean Antarctic bases and
work, models of ships plying Ant
arctic waters, and specimens of bird
and animal life were on display as
well as photographs of the visit
last year of a Chilean tourist vesS€'1
to the Antarctic. It is estimated
that between 35,000 and 40,000
visitors saw the exhibition.
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NEW BELGIAN EXPEDITION REACI-IES
BASE ROI BAUDOUIN

The members of the 1960 Belgian Antarctic Expedition left
Antwerp on November 22 on board the "Erika Dan".

Their last port of caU was Cape
Town (£.rom December 13 to 16).
There the members of the 'Summer
campaign went on board. They
had left Brussels by plane on ne
cem'ber 7.

On 'December 27 "Errka Dan" ran
into heavy ice, and on New Year's
Day, after making only 43 mile's,
was brought to a halt. The ship
had arrived in Antarctic waters
earlier than expected, and had
therefure encountered more i'ce than
usual. The vessel now fought
against the ice for nearly a month
and ,was stopped several times. Air
reconnaissance was made when
possible, and he<lped a great deal in
findin:g a way to Queen Maud Land.
Finally, the ship came aiong the
shore near Ba'se Roi Baudouin on
January 22.

DUring the cruise of the ship
from Belgium to Antarctica and
return, an oceanographic ,campaign
was conducted; temperature and
salinity of water were measured
four time'S a day; a thermal section
has been made ea'ch day at 21 houl'S
up to 100 m. Water 'Samples will
be analysed upon return to Belgium.
Plankton was also colle'cted -each
day.

During the stay in Antarctic
waters along the coast, 'speciail
attention was also given to biO'log'i
cal sampling and the measurements
of currents. Two men were in
charge of this programme.

A special campaign of photo
grammetry was organised during
the summer. The party was headed
by 'Prince Antoine de Ugne. Four
of its members (including Pr'ince
de Ligne) had already wintered at
Base Roi Baunouin in 1958. The
results of this survey are not yet
known.

THE NEW MEN
The 1960 party comprises 20

men. Two of them have ,already
wintered in Antarcti'ca with the 1959
party. One of these two is the
British Kenneth Blaiklock whO' took
part in the Tran1s-Antarctic Expedi
tion of 1957-58. The leader of the
1960 winter'ing party is Major Guido
Derom.

Investigations will be conducted
in exactly the same fields as in 1959:
Meteorology (surface and upper
air synoptic observations), Radia
tion, GeomagneH'sm, Auroral Obser
vations, Ionospheric Physics, Nu
clear Radiation, Glaciology, Geology,
Gravity measurement'S, Biology and
Physiology; moreover, a study :df
the psychology ()If this small group
of people will be conducted.

Twenty of the 22 members of the
1959 wintering party will come back
toBe~gium in midJMareh. Their
leader was Captain Francois Bastin.
The participants in the summer
survey will 'come back either by
ship or by plane.

The "Erika Dan" left the Ant
a·rctic 'Coast on February 10. She
will probably arrive at Cape Town
on February 18. She will then sail
to Bel:gium.

Temperatures 'at Roi Baudouin
Base in August, Septem'ber, and
October were:

Maximum: 1-8.7°F., 10.8°F., 23° F.
Minimum: _4:2.9° F" -35.7° F.,

-21.1°F.
Aluminium stakes for the mea·

surement of accumulation and ice
movement set up in May were
broken off at the base by October
Winds.

Dr. F. Chang, a young scientist
from Formosa, was the first to fly
the flag of Nationalist 'China in the
Antarctic. He was a member of
the 'Byrd Land traverse.
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HEAVY ICE HINDERS RELIEF
OF F.I.D.S. BASES

Despite exceptionally severe conditions in the Falkland Islands
Dependencies and in the Weddell Sea, all except the most southern
bases had been relieved by the end of February.

The "Biscoe", which was scheduled
to relieve the northern bases before
proceeding to Halley Bay at the
head O'f the Weddell Sea, arrived at
the Falklands In mid-November. Ten
days later she le'ft on her first
southern voyage, and in the course
of the next month relieved all bases
south to Port Lockroy (Le., bases
H, G. D. B, and A, in the Snuth
Orkneys, South Shetlands, at Hope
Bay and Port Loc]{.roy), and picked
up a geophysicist for Halley Bay,
from the ice-edge near Base F.
After Christmas she sailed into the
Weddell Sea and after penetrating
several hundred miles of very heavy
pack--ice relieved HaHey Bay on
January.20. Sea-ice Is reported to
be very heavy in ,all areas of the
Dependencies, and the "Biscoe" en
countered floes up to 14 miles across
in the Weddell Sea. She arrived
back in the Falklands on February
11, having called at South Georgia
on :the way.

,M'eanwhile, the "Shackleton" ar
rived at the Falklands from South
ampton on Novemher 22 and set
sai'! for South Georgia on December
2. She spent two weeks taking
measurements of gravity and mag
netism -along the Scotia Arc, and
then, on December 20, Visited Base
G (Admiralty Bay, King George
I,sland) before proceeding to Base
o (Danco Coast) on December 24
and Base A (Port Lo'ckroy) on
December 25. She has now heen
-chartered to the South African
Government for the reHef of the
meteorological stations on Marion
Island, Gough Island and Tristan
da C.unha, and is expected to arrive
at Cape TOiWn at the end of Fe'bru

-ary. On board are personnel from
Halley Bay-inclUding two South
Africans who have served Jor a
year with F.LD.S.

HEAVY PACK

The "Kista Dan", which was
chartered by F.LD.S. for the relief
and re-establishment of the bases
off the S.W. coast of Graham Land,
sailed from Port Stanley in the
Falklands on January 23. She first
visited Deception Island (Base Bl
where the two airoraft were as
sembled. The Otter was left at
Deception and will be flotwn to the
southernmost 'base (Base E) when
it is re-opened; the Beaver, fitted
with floats, was taken on board and
is 'being used for reconnaissance.
After passing through pack·ice in
Lemaire Channel, so heavy that it
took 36 hours to penetrate the last
quarter mile, the ship ;reached Base
F (Argentine Islands) on February
10. Reconnaissance fli'ghts showed
the sea·ice to be impassable to the
so,uth and west, and it was there·
fore necessary to turn north again
and sail through the Schollaert
Channel befol'e being able to reach
open water to the west.

The ship then follo:wed the ,ice·
edge for 120 miles before re-enter
ing the ice on February 16. She
soon encountered floes up to 12 ft.
thick, 'and after forcing her way
through 75 miles was still 40 miles
from the coast, and niluctantly
turned west once more with the
intention of trying another route
further south. The latest cable
received from Sir Vivian Fuchs,
who is on 'board, reported the ship
to be in the latitude O'f the southern·
most 'base (Base E, Stonington Is
land, Marguerite Bay), passing
through a 30-mile belt of dense floes
beyond which conditions appeared
to /be easier. So it is hoped that
Base Y (Horseshoe Island) will. be
relieved, Base E re-opened and a
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new base established on Adelaide
Island, as planned.

NEWS FROM THE BASES
All bases (lA, is, D, F, G, H, Y,

and Z) report the maintenance of
routine observations, and during the
past 'few months field work has
been carried out from six of them.

Between September and Novem
ber, six sledge parties from Base D
(Hape Bay) were in the field simul
taneously, leaving uhree men to
carry out ·the 'routine 'Work at base.
Two geologists worked south to
64~o S., and two more continued the
geomagnetic -survey 'of the Taba'rin
Peninsula just south o'f base. The
other four field parties consisted
of -groups of surveyors working in
the Crown Prince Gustav Channel
area.

Several} short trips were made
from Base F ('Ar.gentine Islands)
and from Base G, geological 'WO'Tk
was continued at various localities
in Admiralty Bay. Two hundred
elephant seal pups were tagged off
the west coast of Signy Island in
September, by men from Base H.
From Base Y (Horseshoe Island) a
party visited Adelaide IS'land in
October, and another party visited
Base W (Lou'bet coast) to the north.
Two geolagists visited Base E ('Ston
ington Island) and Neny Fjord at
the end of No'vember.

Physiological ,wo,rk was carried
out in a one-week's journey from
Base Z (Halley Bay) in November.

All the northern 'bases reported
exceptionally low pr-essures and
high winds in September, and at
Base G the harograph ceased to,
record. Base F also reported the
exceptionally low reading of 932
mbs., and gusts of wind up to 123
knots were recorded at Base D.

LATE NEWS
On February 26 Sir Vivian Fuchs

repO'rted that "Kista Dan" (1,239
tons) was imprisoned in heavy i'ce
for the fi'fth day.

Ice under the "Kista Dan" had
given her a 10·degree tilt. The
message said it would be a ,relief to
return to an even keel. "Living
pennanently tilted at 10 degrees is
inconvenient and exasperating."

On March 2 "Kista Dan" signalled
for help from the D.S.S. "Glacier"
which was aLready engaged in an
attempt to assist the Argentine
vessel "General San Martin", also
ice-bO'und a!bout 40 miles north of
"Kista Dan". "Glacier" was then
off pack·ice 'by Amiot Island, north
of Adelaide Island.

A long awaited south·east wind
had moved hundreds af square
miles of ice. This loosened "Kista
Dan", al'lowing her to return to an
even keel and sink back into the
water from which she had been
raised four to five feet. But a
wind-change had caused the ice to
grip the ship again. Pressure ice
built up against her side, threaten
ing to grind her to pieces. Strong
winds pushed her along in that
dangerous position for 27 miles.

FREED AT LAST
On March 8 it was reported that

"Glacier" had freed the trapped
vessel, which had 'been unable to
move for 13 days. After bre:rking
out heavy i'ce by circling the "Kista
Dan", "Glacier" had to back up to
the smaller ship's 'bow and push
away excessive loose ice. At exactly
the right moment "Kista Dan" had
to turn up her own screw and
follow the "Glacier" before new ice
debris tossed back by the ice.lbreake.r
filHed the channel. Many 'times the
two ships came within inches 'of
colliding.

Earlier, the "Gla'Cier" had made
two attempts to tow the "Kista
Dan", but the steel wire tow·rO;Je
snapped each time. On the 8th the
ships had covered only 'six miles in
36 hours.

After -leaving six men on Argen
tine Island the British expedition
planned to fly six men in the
Beaver to Stonington Island and
-bring six men -back to HorseshDe
Island. Eight men and two aircraft
were to 'be left at AnveJ:ls I.,land.

Seamen and scientists 'from
Russia's expeditionary ,vessel "Ob"
have landed on Peter the First Is·
land for the first time in more than
30 years.
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Ice Interferes With Relief
of Argentine Bases

March 1960

The unusually severe ice conditions which have been reported
this year are blocking all efforts to relieve two Argentine bases.

Twenty·three Argentine scientists
and a North American are maroon·
ed at Ellsworth with little hope of
leaving for another year.

The director of the Argentine
Antarctic Institute, Rear - Admiral
RodoUo Panzarin'i, said on January
29 that the 4,850-ton Argentine ice
breaker' "San Martin" tried to reach
the men with a relief crew 'but gave
up crHer three weeks.

The "General San Martin" reach
ed 76° 27' S., 29° 10' W. before being
forced to give up nwing to the bad
condition of the ice. This point is
off the Caird Coast, south of Halley
Bay, and some 200 m'i1es from the
Ellswo1rth and General Belgrano
stations.

The United States Navy's Ant
arctic headquarters in Christchurch
reported late in February that little
hope was held fnr the relief of
EHsworth 'Base.

"It looks Uke they are stuck
there for the winter," a spokesman
commented. "The Weddell Sea is
pretty well closed up."

The main concern now is to see
that the men at the base will have
enough supplies of food and fuel
for the winter. There 1s no aircraft
landing strip near the 'base, which
is out of range of ship helicopters.

The American is Mr. John Hea:p,
a scientific observer. He has been
with the rest of the party at the
'base for 12 months.

The group that was to occupy
"Esta:cion Cientrfica Ellsworth" dur
irrg 1960 had to return to Buenos
Aires.

l\'IORE TROUBLE
On February 25 Rear-Admiral

Tyree ordered 'the ice -breaker
"Glacier", then just north of the
Thurston Peninsula, to' leave the
Amundsen Sea and proceed in haste
to the aid of seven men marooned

at the Argentine General San Martin
Base in Marguerite Bay, on the
west coast of Graham Land (Palrner
Peninsula). This meant a 700-mile
dash through 'ice-pack and rough
seas. Two men were reported in
need of prompt medical attention,
and food at the base was said to be
in seriously short supply.

The Arg,entine ice-breaker "San
Martin", which had been a:ttempting
to reach the 'base of the same name,
had been trapped in the pa:ck four
days before. The ice was exerting
severe pressure on the "San Mar
tin's" hull.

Ca:ptain IMdDonald decided to go
first to the help of the ship, reported
to be trapped about 70 miles from
the base, locked in ice at 67° 28' S.,
69° 43' W., west of Adelaide Island.
It was ,later reported, however, that
"Glacier" was expected to be within
helicopter range of San Martin Ba:se
on March 1, and would pick up the
two sick men by helicopter 'before
,going to the assistance of the ice
breaker.

The Argentine Antarctic Institute
plans extensive Ibiologi<cal work at
the Antarctic bases this year. This
includes a study of the sea-birds
of the Weddell Sea, including the
HaHey Bay Emperor penguin rook·
ery. Intensive biological studies are
also planned on Ardley 'Peninsula,
"25 de Mayo" Island, in the S. Shet
land Islands. The group 'carrying
out this project landed on Decem
ber 23.

(Stop Press)
It was reported on March 3 that

tJwo helicopters from the "General
San Martin" relieved the Base, duil:'
ing the only period in ten days
when there was adequate visi'bility.
The ship then f.reed itself before
"Glacier" arrived on March 6.
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u.s. HERCULES AIRCRAFT
OPERATE SUCCESSFULLY

A new phase in United States Anta,rctic operations began in
mid-January with the arrival in New Zealand of seven Hercules
aircraft of the 61st Troop Carrier Squadron of the U.S. Air Force
commanded by Lieutenant Colonel W. Turk.

The squadron had just completed inland Plateau was made when
seven months' cargo-carrying in CQilonel Turk set his aircraft down
support of the eastern extension of at ByI'd Station. On board was the
the North American distant early United States Antarctic commander
warning ;radar system and had 'been Rear Admiral Tyree.
operating with good results 'On the
9,000 rt. Greenland icecap to do it. SOUTH POLE LANDING

Normally equipped to fly 2,200 On January 2:7, a C-130 Hercules
mUes, the Hercules turbo· prop carrying albout 14,000 llbs. af sup
planes have extra fuel tanks fitted plies and equipment landed at the
for Antarctic service. South Pole. The '62-ton aircraft

The extra tanks give a capability took 'off some 55 minutes later
of between 2,800 and 2,900 miles- carrying on 11s return trip records
a reserve of a'bout two hours on for the U.S. Bureau of Standards
the flight between Christchurch and and Weather Bureau in Washing·
McMurdo Sound. ton.

Though the Hercules cannot carry The NatIonal Science Foundation
as much cargo as far ·as the Globe- sa!id data of this kind previously
masters, they can fly -faster and had been sent back by ship in Feb·
higher and land alongside snow- ruary or March. This sometimes
field bases to discharge cargo. The meant a nine-month delay.
saving to the D.S. Antarctic pro-
gramme in the cost of parachutes On February 5, 12 days after the
alone is expected to amount to one commencement of the operations,
million dollars a year. the resupply programme was com·

The particular model Hercules 'in pleted by the G130 Hercules. The
use this season has an operational seven planes delivered 400 tons of
weight of 124,0001Ibs. and cruises fuel, building material and supplies
at 300 knots between 25,000 and to the two American bases. Twenty
30,000 feet. The huge tricycle ski eight flights were made to the South
assembly on each plane wei,ghs Pole and thirty to ByI'd Station.
5,0001'bs. Among the cargo was 18,000 gallons

of aviation petrol for future <ri'r
FLIGHTS DELAYED operations and timber for the con-

Fiye of the huge aircraft left sITU'ction of new 'buildings.
Harewood Airport, Christchurch, for An unexpected item was a re·
McMurdo Sound on January 20. frigerator for the South Pole sta·
The turbo-prop aircr8ift were al- tion, to be used to keep food from
ready airborne when the latest wea- freezing. Both the Pole and 'Byrd
ther information on the route bases are entering eight months of
showed that the flight could not be isolation during the Antarctic Win
carried out. Recall of the ai'I'craft ter and the material delivered by
was ordered 'by their commander. the Hercules will sustain them until
The aircraft were delayed for sev- flYIng begins again in October. Ten
eral days but reached MoMurdo Navy men and nine scientists will
Sound by January 24. winter at the Pole and eleven sden-

tists and ten naval men at Byrd.
FffiST FLIGHT TO BYRD The United States Navy is acquir-

On January 25 the flrst landing ing four Hercules to Ibe used through
by a heavy transport ai'rcraft on the the Antarctic summer season ,from
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October 1960. The Hercules of the
61st Troop Carrying 'Squadron re·
turned to Sewart airfield in Tennes
see and in March they wil:l head
north to continue operations in
Greenland.

SIllPPING OPERATIONS
In mid January, for the fifth con

secutive year, ships of the D.S.
Navy's military Sea T,ransportation
service were moored to the Ant
arctic lee Shelf off McMurdo Sound
in support of Operation Deepfreeze.

The D.'S. "Alatna" arrived in New
Zealand on December 28 and pro·
ceeded to Antarctica on New Year's
Day. She was escorted through the
Am;arctic pack ice by the ice-breaker
"At;ka", ·and by mid Janu~ry was
tied up off Hut Point pumping
ashore the 1,058,000 gallons of fuel
that she ,carried. On January 18
the "Atka" rendezvoused with the
cargo ship "T()Iwle" (aboard which
was Rear Admiral Tyree) at the
edge of the Ross Sea ice pack to
escort 'it to MdMurdo Sound. The
"Atka" Ibroke the last two miles
into the So-und and prepared the
offloading site for the "Towle".

The ever active "Atka" has had
an especially busy se~son this year.
She was the first 'ship to arrive at
MdMurdo Sound ~fter the long Ant
ar'cti·c winter, and she !began by
breaking a ,channel through the
heavy bay ice which enabled re
supply ships to 'Offload car-go for
the Naval Air Facility. The first
supply ship to- arrive was the cargo
vessel D.S. "Arnelb", which arrived
on December 19 esco'rted by the
D.S.S. "Glacier", the ice-breaker
whIch also 'assisted the "Atka" in
bre~king a channel.

WEATHER BUOY MOORED
The D.S.S. "Peterson", assigned

ocean picket station duty at 60 0 S.
1700 E. this season to -give com
munIcations, weather, 'and 'rescue
ship 'back·up ,for Deep Freeze 60
air'c-raft operations betw,een Christ
church and the Naval Air Facility,
McMurdo S'ound, 'varied this mono
tonous but vital chore with a few
days "off duty" -to establish two
Ant'arctk firsts.

An Engineer, Roy M. Anderson
from the National Bureau of Stan-

dards, supervised the launching and
anchoring of a 'buoy-type automatic
weather station, the first ()If !its kind
to be launched and anchored .in Ant·
arcUc waters.

Upon returning to her ocean
station position, the "Peterson"
found there was someth'irYg faulty
in the weather buoy's transmissions.
Returning 100 miles, the ship was
able to relocate, reco-ver and repair
the automatic weather station ~n

two hours.

SHORT LIFE

The transmission ()If 'Coded wea·
·ther data every six hours was
scheduled to continue for approxi
mately three months and thereby
give inva!l.uaible advance storm
warnings both for air and sea craft.
However, ~fter only four days, by
whIch time the "Peterson" was Te
ceiving only weak and unintemgrble
signals, all shore stations were ad
vised that the weather Ibuoy would
not continue opeTations this season.
However, althougJh it operated for
only a fraction of its planned
useful lifetime, there is no
longer any doubt about the feasi
bility of positioning automatic wea·
ther station buoys in f1he extreme
environment 0Jf Antar<:Uc waters. It
nOiW remains for technicians to an
alyse ·and study the station after its
severe test in the world's toughest
testing ground, and design the
necessary mod1'fkations that will
result in having several stations
operating successf.ully in the a'rea
next season.

UNDERWATER PEAK
The other Antarctic first discov

ered by the "Peterson" was when
locating 'a site for the weather buoy.
Pack ice had prevented the thin·
skinned destroyer escort from reach
ing f1he originally ·planned site, and
when proceeding through numerous
kebergs and gro,wlers, an under
water mountain peak was located
500 fathOlffis -from the surface, in
wate,rs usually 2,000 fathoms deep.

ICE-BREAKERS DAMAGED
'I1wo Ameri'can ice-breakers were

out of action as a result of damage
caused during their Antarctic ·ser·
vice this season.
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'The "Glacjer" damaged iboth pro
pellers while 'cutting channels
through the ice in MCMurdo Sound.
She returned to Lyttelton at high
speed to pick up new propeller
blades which were fitted in dry dock
at WeHington.
,'The "Glader" broke one .blade of

the port propeNeI' and bent another
tilade. All three blades of the star
board propeller were bent.

The "Glacier" finished her mission
at MclMurdo 'Sound on the night of
January 9 and sailed for Lyttelton,
reaching there on January 15. She
wa,s to visit Lyttelton in any case
to replenish stores and fuel before
attempting to penetrate the Bellings
hausen Sea in ,company '\vith the'
iceJbreaker "Burton Island".

Because there is less vibration of
the propellers at high ,speed, the
"Glacier" steamed at 15-16 knots,
which is dose to her maximum
speed. Spare propeller /blades are,
brought out each season-in readi-

ness for such an emergency-.arrd
stored at Lyttelton.

HARD ICE
This season the ice in 'McMurdo

,Sound has ,been partiCUlarly hard.
'I'he "Glacier" had to break the
cargo ship "Arnelb" loose twice. She
also had to ,carve two channels
through the ice. One, for the un·
loading of ca'rgo, Was only 12 miles
from the AmerIcan base.

The other channel had to be cut
fo,r the fuel tankers to get in close
enough to discharge their ,cargo
into the tan,ks at Hut Point. The
"Glacier" was able to get within
four hundred yards of Hut Point.

Hard on the heels of the "Glader"
the U.S.S. "Atka" retumed to New
Zealand and entered dry-dock at.
Wellington early in February. An
inspection was to be made of the
'propellers and rudder following
damage suffered during an ex
tremely lbuS'y summer's ,a'ctivity 'in
the Ross Sea,

N'EWS F'RO'M U.SIl S'TATIONS
I\TEW McMURDO CAMP

A complete new township to house
200 men is 'being built by the United
States Navy on the RoS's Ice Shelf
only a sho'rt way from New Zea
land's Scott Base in the' MeuVIurdo
Sound area.

The camp will be self-contained
and occupied 'Only during the sum
mer months, to handle the cargo
carrying Hercules transport planes
which use a ski-way just built on
the Ross Ice Shelf instead of the
sea-1ce runway about a mile from
the base on Ross Island. The new
camp is 10 miles from the principal
navy air facility at Hut Point and
fuel lines have been run f.rom stor·
age tanks in the Hut Point area out
to the ski-way.

It is not a simple matter to pick
up an existing air facility and move
it ten miles, for the problems in
volved are compounded by the cold,
snow and ice. Within 24 hours the
move was 'Completed and air opera
tions were once again in full swing.
Amongst the many huildings moved
was the 20-ton ,control tower which
had to 'be handled very gingerly

since it is high off the ground and
top heavy. Great eare was taken
not to damage the electronic equip
ment 'contained in the tower.

EMERGENCY STRIP
In mid January six men replaced

the team ,a!l-ready at the emergency
landing strip -at Little Rockford,
located 240 miles from Little
America towa~d Byrd Station. TheY
were to remain at the isolated land
in'g strip until rhe middle of Felbru
ary, helping to provide' weather
information and to maintaIn contact
by radio with ,aircraft flying to
lJ3yrd StatIon. The party they re
lieved helped to move the weather
station from 160 miles from Little
Ameri'ca to its present location. The
men were evacuated at the com
pletion of summer flying operations
and flown back to ba,se.

PLATEAU MISHAP
To the Russian ',glaciologist,

Sveneld Yevteyev, now at Mc
Murdo Sound, flying in Antarctica
is sometimes a bumpy experience.
During a flight to €:Stablish a cache
90 miles west orf the sound, the ski·
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equipped Skytrain in which he was
a passenger collided with a three
foot ripple of sastrugi on the polar
plateau 'behind the <Royal Society
Range.

The aircraft advised McMurdo
Sound of the incident,and requested
a starboard ski replacement. The
700·pound ski was taken by heli·
copter to the snow airstrip nea.!I'
Scott Base and flown out to the
crippled plane ·a!board 'another ski
equipped Skytrain. Within a few
hours the new 'S'ki was installed
enafoling the Skytrain to take off
safely for 'McMurdo Sound.

The ca:che 'being established on
this flight is ror the tra,verse of the
Plateau between MClMurdo Sound,
the Russian station Vostok and the
South Pale, planned for 1961. In
cluded in the cache materials carried
by the damaged aircraft were 800
pounds of hIgh eXiplosives for seis·
mJc soundings.

NASTY MOMENT
During the last practice para'Chute

jumps of the Antarctic summer by
four men of U.S. 'Navy squadron
VX-6 rescue team, the jumpmaster,
George Gowen, had an unenvialble
experience. His parachute failed to
function during a free fall from
2,500 feet. "My ripcord hung up in
the chute housing," Gowen said.
Aiiier three attempts to pull it free,
he released an auxi'liary chest para
chute at approximately 1,500 feet
and drifted effortlessly to the snow.
"This is the 1:hird time it has hap
pened," he said. Gowen has made
64 parachute jumps. He is jump·
master for the squadron 'rescue
team which is flown to the scene of
emergencies located in otherwise in·
accessilble areas. The practice jumps
are designed to keep the rescue
team at peak efficiency in the event
of any sudden emergency that de
mands their use.

FLYING BUG-CATCHER
A specially equipped Otter lair

craft of the U.S. Navy squadron
VX-6 at McMurdo Sound is acting
as a 'flying bug catcher' whilst
assisting the 'biological programme
of three entomologists from the
Bernice P. Bishop Museum, Hono
lulu. Thea'ircraftcarries <two nylon

nets from a frame on the plane, to
catch insects ,as they are ca.!I'ried by
the winds through the Antarctic air.
Traps have also been placed on
VXJ6 helicopters flying in the Mc
Murdo Sound area.

Another phase of the resea.!I'ch
programme will be carried out on
V.S. Navy ships 1:ravelling to the
continent late this season. Similar
nets will be strung from poles to
catch insects -above the surface of
the ice-choked wateI1s. Few insects
are found in Antarctica: the two
known ;types are small wingless flie~
and 'callembeNa' or springtails
which live in decaying vegetation.
In Antarctica they 'feed on ,algae,
mosses and lichens.

DECEIUBER CRASH AT BYRD
A United States Navy Dakota

was extensively dama'ged when it
sta>lled at low altitude and the star
board wing 'caught 1:he snow sur·
face when ~anding in near white-out
conditions at Byrd Station in the
Antarctic at 9 a.m. on December 23.

The pilot, Lieutenant Garland M.
Renegar, of StatesV'ille, North Caro
lina, received minor injuries. He
was the only person injured.

The landing gear of the 'aircraft
collapsed, the starboard engine
mount was broken, the wing
sheered off about 15 'feet from the
tip and the fuselage was buckled.

The plane was flying to By-rd
Station with a full crew to replace
another Da'kota which had been
en'gaged in aerial 'I'€'connaissance
and the supplying from the air of
the traverse ;party in Marie Byrd
Land.

A replacement Dakota was later
flown from InvercargiH escorted :by
a U.S. Navy Skymaster.

Have you had your "Antarctic"
Volume I bound?

Send with Index (2/-) to
Express Binding Service,

72a Manners St.,
Wellington.

Cost for binding: 11/9.
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TJnited States Ice Breakers Reach
Coast of Bellingshausen Sea

Two American ice-breakers, "Glacier" and "Burton Island",
have succeeded in penetrating the ice-bound Bellingshausen Sea amI
have made a landfall near Cape Palmer, close to the Thurston
Peninsula, at the western extremity of the sea.

The "Glacier" left Port Lyttelton
an February 12 to ,rendezvous with
the "Burton Island" neaT Peter 1st
Island. The "GladeI''' had 'six new
propeller blades fitted while in dry·
dock at Wellington. The !two l'ce
breakers were expected to encounter
extremely diffi'cu!1t ice conditions.
The ships' 'four helicopters assisted
in finding a way through.

Alboard "Glacier" were several
scientists, including Dr. Halbert
Cushman Murphy, Ornithologist
from the American Museum af
Natural History; Harold Hubbard,
U.S. Geological Survey; Philip
Smith af the National Science
Foundation; Robert Starr, Oceano
grapher; Camm Cradock, Geolo,g'ist,
University of Hawaii; and RoIbin
Leech, Entomologist, Bishop Mu·
seum, Honolulu.

SEARCH FOR BANK

DUI'ing the. attempt oceanograph
ers a1board the ships intended to
make a careful search for the lost
Pactolus Bank.

The submerged bank was first
reported in 1885 by Captain W.
W. D. Bum'ham, of the "Pactolus".
It has been reported several times
since in its charted position, but :its
existence has also :been denied.

'Some writers have claimed that
the bank-to the south-west and
off the west 'Coast of Chile-not
only exists as charted but is all
that remains of an island at which
Sir Frands Drake watered his ship
and gathered be;rries during his
circumnavigation of the world in
the late 1570's.

Drake's chaplain, Fletcher, de
scribed the island as being "wonder
ful plenty of the small !berry with
us named 'currants," and it had a
fresh water pond With plenty of
wood and verdure.

Some scientists claim th'at the
remains of the island may well be
a submerged b8.J1'k in the tempestu·
ous sea, worn do'wn Iby wave action
and ground at by stranded icelbergs
which are gradually wearing away
even that residue. It could be that
Drake's lost 'island could be re
discovered in 1960.

In three days of heavy seas
"Glacier" attained a roll of 47°.
Five drums of aviation fuel went
overboard and one man fractur€'Cl a
hip-bone. On February 13 the ice
breaker entered the Amundsen Sea
pack-ice at 69° 47' S., 129° 50' W., en
route to rendez-vous with "Burton
Island", whi'ch was .already off Peter
1st Island. The men were now
able to sit down to their ,first nor·
mal meal in three days.

THROUGH TO THE COAST
Aerial photographs showed the

Amundsen Sea Wide apen next to
the Thurston Peninsula, and anal'
,mw open-water Ibelt north of the
adjacent peninsula, offeling two
good approaches to the coast. The
meeting too'k 'place on February 15,
a:bout 80 miles north-west of Thurs
ton Peninsula, which separates the
Amundsen and Bellingshausen Seas.
A new furthest south for ships in
this area was set.

Both vessels reached the coast in
24 hour,s after 'an SO-mile dash
through the pack-ice which old Ant
arctic hands expected might take
ten days to penetrate'. At noon on
Februa'Iy 16 the shi'ps were halted
by heavy fee near the Fletcher
Islands off Eights Coast. Progress
to the east seemed impossible with·
out a long detour to the north and
a ,re-entry into the Bellingshausen
Sea further east. :Both ships hacl
been moving with 'great caution,
delineating the 'Coast and 'Charting
unknown waters where .rocky pin-
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nacles had been discovered rising
sharply to within a few feet of the
sudace, and where if a ship were
t'rapped it might well be impossiJIYle
for :it' to escape this season.

BEAUTY, MYSTERY
T.he invasion of these seas is a

Jules Verne adventure into a lunar
world of spectacular beauty, fore
boding danger and tantalising
mystery, writes a corres.pondent
1iboard the "Glader".

The "Glacier", 'pound Ifor pound
the mightiest ship afloat, is la mech
anical marvel of American 'ingenuity
and 20th century luxury intruding
for the first time 'into a sterile world
of ice never before seen or visited
'by men, he says.

Every scientific aid knoWn is used
by the "Glacier" to help her probe
the mysteries O'f the Bellingshausen,
for there are nocha'rts of these
waters.

From high on the "Glacier's"
mast, radar continuously sweeps the
horizon and the dancing beat of a
fathometer records the depth O'f
water beneath her -bo,w and aids
detection o,f shoals ,and reefs which
threaten her aolong every unexplored
mBe she travels.

Each hour brings new mysteri,es
and new qnestions. Why no bird
life? Why no seals, no whales and
so few penguins?

Far inland are plumed and un
named peaks whose snows are
blown by lOO-mile-an-hour gales.

DANGER
The two-ship task force is under

the command o,f Captain Edwin A.
MCDonald, Deputy Commander and
aide to Rear-Admiral Tyree. Cap
taIn MeDonald is fully alive to the
dangers involved in his present
mission.

An ice-breaker can 'get caught in
the ice fairly <easily. "That's bound
to happen a fffiV times on this trip,"
Oaptain MdDoml!~d ~aid. "1.'hen it's
just a case of smgIn~, eatmg, ~nd

watching films until the, ,;",md
changes to ease the pressure.

Nor is ice the only problem. "Our
present ,charts could 'be fifty miles
out in their p'lacing (llf the coast
line," said Captain McDonald.

The ships carry a large supply
of food and equipment in ·case they

should be trapped !by the ice for a
long period.

The "Glacier's" helicopters were
now aloft to determine whether it
would 'be possible to 'reach open
water aiong the Eights Coast, or
whether it would be 'better to spend
the available time in s.cientific work
to the west, along the equally un
known Walgreen Coast. Reconnais
sance indicated that it may be

, necessary to re-name the Thurston
Peninsula Thurston Island.

EXPLORING THE UNKNOWN
The second day off the Fletcher

Islands saw full-scale scientifi<c re
connaissance parties at worik asrhip
and ashore, with the 'cQlpters almost
constantly in action. It was one of
those summer days rare in this pa~t

O'f Antarctica, with 'visibility exce'l
lent for miles. CaptaIn McDonald
and Philip Smith (National Science
Foundation representative) were
flown parallel to the coast for !lP
proximately 7'5 miles east. HIgh
dblique aerial photographs were
taken to supplemen.t existing ve~i.

cal ones. !Mountains were seen m
the distance: also wide areas of
open water to the east, with many
deep bays previously unmapped. It
now seemed even mo,re certain that
Thurston 'P.eninsula' is an is~and Oil'
one of a group of islands; with the
Peacock Bay ice extending north,
east through it to the Bellingshausen
Sea.

Conditions immediately to the
east -however, appeared so hopeless
that' Captain McDonald decided to
expend the majm' scientific effort
in the Amundsen Sea and then skirt
the knOlwn bad ice conditions to
reach the open water in the lBellings-
hausen Sea. '

ON STRANGE SHORES
A party now went ashore ~d

set up a '''Grasshopper'' electrome
weather station in the aTea of Cape
P.almer, a promoT;ltory just east of
the Thurston Penmsula.

It is recordin'g weather conditions
and automatically morsing them
through a relay station to the
British Falkland Islands Dependency
Survey, 'and the international ana!ly
sis, centre in Melbourne.

The station is expected to send
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si,gnals till its 'bat:ter:ies run down
in about four months' time.

Warrant Offi'cer Glen N. Drum
mond, a Navy aerog~apher, said
that the station was "albout the size
and shape of a 500 llbs. ibomb". It
weighed 225 lbs. inclUding !the bat
teries, and could be set up on the
ground manua!l.ly, or automatically
by compressed .gas after having
been dropped ·from an aircraft by
parachute.

The station recorded wind dh"ec
tion and velocity, temperature and
ba,rometric pressure and coded the
information into three·letter groups
which it transmitted through a 20
ft. whip antenn'a to a base up to
1,000 miles away.

A simi'lar station set up on the
Ross Ice Shelf had 'Proved "one of
the most reliable 'l"eporting stations
in Antarctica," Wa,rrant Oftlcer
Drummond said. Its repoirts had
been transmitted every six hours
for 2~ months.

Several scientists spent the ni'ght
asho're In sleeping bags in order to
exam'ine the rock exposures and to
carry out other field work.

The two ice·breakers were pro
ceeding eastward along the Eights
Coast to'wards the Graham Land
or Palmer Peninsula area, relatively
open water, when orders were re
ceived to proceed ,immediately to
the relief of an Argent:ine base and
an ice-breaker off the Graham Land
coast.

Plans for 1960-61 Season
United States Antarctic operati'ons will be conducted next

season on about the 'Same scale as during the present summer.
The United States Navy task SNOW PROBLEMS

fo'rce budget for this season's ex- Snow burial of two American
pedition is a:bout 1'5 million dollars. stations in the Antarctic is a prO'b·
Some new developments are plan· lem for the United States Navy.
ned for 1960-61, 'including expansion Replacement of the South Pole
of SUDport for sp.ientific resparch. station-which cost about 18 m1l.

"The tota.] dollars are slig-htly lion dollars to bui'ld when it was
different 'but will ,pe'rm'it opP.Tations occupied in 1957 -- and the 13yrd
at the same level 'as for thts sea· station where 'building,s are becom·
son." said Commander J. W. Has- ing submerged in snow drifts and
ketl, task force logistIcs officer. "We unusable would be necessary in th'<!
hone to f!ffe.ct a 'few 'f!conomies and foreseeable future, Rear-Admiro.l D.
it is possible theTe will be increases M. Tyree said in a recent newspaper
in certain areas and 'Some changes interview.
and expansion in some programmes." .Raising replacement buildings on

Aerial SHDDort next season at stilts, construct:ing them on skh., to
presf'l1t 'call"rl for 10 United 'St.F1t~s enable them to mo've around keep·
Ai,r 'Force Gl:obemasters on wheels ing on top of the snow drifts, and
with 14 crews anti four United underground (or "undersnow") min·
States' Navv HP.'rcules ski-planes ing were alternatives at present
whir.h would be imnrrwed versions under consideration.
of the cargo tvpe o!f Hercules now POIJE HUT CAVES IN
in Chrifrtchurch :for e~perimental One hut at the SQiUth Pole has
operation. already caved in and 'another de-

The nresent model of the Hercules teriorated into uselessness.
had rigid ~kis and ·couln. land on'ly Admiral Tyree ,with technica.l
on 'DrF'Tlared skiwav,<;,. The Dakotas officers, includin'g 'a civil engineer,
and Nentunes would still bear the made a ,survey of the Sout!h Poole
brunt of overlFlnd traverse sunno,rt station in November. He was
and Fl.ir'horne 's"is.rnic research which pleasantly surprised 'at the condi·
reouirpo landin'gs in op-en unpre· tion od: the station where 'he had
pared places. expected to find more problems than

The task .force s'ur-face f1<>et would existed.
comnrise t'wo CFl.l·~O ships, one Two new 'buildings would be added
tanKer. four ice·breakers and a to the ·nine-building station at the
picket ship. Pole and an emergency 'bUilding
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away from the base would 'be also
tll!ken in this season to replace the
deteriorated emergency accommoda
tion.

TROUBLE AT BYRD
"Some 'bui1ldings" would 'be added

to the Byrd station which already
has more than a dozen buildings.

"But these are temporary mea
sures only 'because sooner or later
-and with Byrd it will be sooner
we have got to 'come toa new con·
ception if we are not going to lose
the battle of snow burial," he said.
"It is not good enough to have to
replace a portion O'f your bases and
shore up each year."

One of the biggest problems was
the cache areas that drifted over
with ever-accumulating snow.

POSSIBLE REIUEDIES
The United States A,rmy was ex

perimenting in Greenland with
colossal stiWUke slabs to support
buildings above snow level and pri
vate contractors ln Greenland were
trying snow mining with the object
of building an under-snow "town"
starting from known factors. Hav
ing buildings on sleds in sections
and moving them each season was
another idea seriously considered.

The ski scheme had "just aJbout
been discarded" for a permanent
'base required for 'continuity of
scientific observation, but for work
on one site in a particular season
and research and study on another
site a thousand miles away the next
season, the skis were practical.
If the :bases were built into mines

dug into the Antarctic plateaux then
there was still the problem of what
to do ClJbout radio antennae and
aurora towers that had to be on
the surface.

NEW SNO-CATS
Two self-propelled camp buildings

recently arrived at McMurdo Sound.
They are the Iargest vehicles sent
by the United States to the South
Pole since the ill-fated Snow Cruiser
was carried south in 1939.

The new American vehicles are
an enlargement O'f the Tucker Sno·
cat, which has become a standard
means of Antarctic transport. Sden
tists travelling in earlier Sno-cats
had to .sleep on the floor or on
'benches and the other amenities
within them were makeshift.

The interior of the ,emarged ver
sion is 24 feet long, 8 feet wide and
9 feet 11 inches high. One carries
five bunks and a scientific 1a.<bora
tory. Its twin holds a kitchen,
dinette and snow meIter. Most im
portant of all, the vehicles will be
self-sufficient for distances up to
1,700 miles or more.

This means they should 'be able
to !>perate an entire summer season
without air support. Their first
great journey is toco,ver 1,200 miles
during the southern summer of
1960-61, which coincides with the
Northern winter.

FU'l'URE TASKS
Dr. A]bert 'Po Crary, chief scien

tist of the United States Antarctic
Research Programme, under the
National Science Foundation, said
that the final 'route of this traverse
had not yet been decided. The ten
tative plan, he said, was to go up
the Ske1ton Glacier and head for
the area ·between Vostok and the
Pole.

The self-propelling ,camp would
then roll past the Pole toward the
Horlick Mountains. A primary task
of this cavalcade, as with other
tractor groups on the Antarctic Ice
Sheet, will be to measure its thick
ness. The 250-mile stretch from
the PoJe to the Horlick Mountains
is completely unexplored.

Because this leg is the most in
teresting it may prove economical
to airlift the out-sized Sno-cats to
the Pole in C-130 .aid transports.

LIGHT TREAD
The new 'vehicles have such broad

traoks that their pressure on the
surface is only one and a half
pounds per square inch. Each is
equipped with a winch and a hoist,
mounted on an A-frame in front, so
that one vehicle can haul the other
out of a crevasse. They are so
large that only the 1argest chasms
in the ice sheet could engulf them.

One has been designed so that
its passengers can lower a gravi
meter to the snow without getting
out. The instrument is sensitive to
extremely slight variations in
gravity and wil'l be used, every few
miles. to estimate the depth oJ' the
ice.
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VICTORIA LAND TRAVERSE PARTY
RETURN TO BASE

The United States Traverse led by Franz Van del' Hoeven
returned sa,fely by U.S. aircmft after a successful 1,530-mile
Sno-cat journey of four months in largely unlmown territory.

Shortly after the start Taylor,
the geo'logist, was evacuated by
helicopter, suffering from suspected
pneumonia, and returned to the
United States. Baldwin, a U.S. Navy
mechanic, then joined the expedition
as mechanic 'and cook, and W. Jack
man went as far as the Skelton
Glacier to make a cinematographic
record.

The three Sno·cats, "Detector",
"Seismo" and '"Messcat", travelled
south over the Ice Shelf and then
west to the T.A.E. depot at the foot
of the Skelton Glacier, a distance
of approximately 150 miles; then
up the glacier to the Plateau Depot,
where fuel previously air-dropped
by Gldbemaster was picked up.
Numbered flags on bamboo poles
had been dropped at haH-mile inter
vals fOT ten miles across the
planned route, and the 44-gallon
drums were then dropped in the
centre of the line of flags. A'lthough
the drums were partially buried in
snow, they were easily found. One
Sno-cat hauled a "rolligon" trailer
holding 1,000 U.S. -gallons and the
fuel was pumped direct ifrom the
drums into the "rolligon".

Drops were made at 300-mile
intervals. The final dump was only
30 miles short of the apex of the
traverse.

From the head of the Skelton
Glacier the party travelled ,south
west to tie in with the southern
apex of an earlier F'rench trav,erse,
aJ'bout 30 miles from the now un
occupied Charcot Station. The U.S.
party navigated to within half a
mile of this point, whIch had been
marked with flags on steel pipes.
These markers were quickly sight
ed. Here the party spent Christ
mas Day. An American P2V air
craft flew them in mail, Christmas
delicacies, and spare parts for the
Sno-cats.

NO THROUGH TRAFFIC

Back at their last outward depot,
the party learnt from the plane
that there was a Jarge 'area of
gigantic rifts, a,pproximately 140 ft.
wide and 40 ft. deep, in the plateau
surface right on the proposed route
to the Tucker Glacier area and at
right an'gles to it, extending out of
sight to the south. The mountain·
ous area west of Cape HaUet, they
were told, was much more extensive
than charted, with peaks rising to
over 9,000 ft., heavily crevassed at
their bases. Beyond this range lay
an area of 30 miles of crevasses
before the next mountains, with an
impenetrable mountainous 'a'rea
then on to vhe coast.

The traverse party was now at
71 0 29' S., 139 0 53' E. They moved
south for 40 miles before again
turning to the east, towards the
Victoria Land Coast. Now, instead
of traveUing with the ,grain of the
sastrugi, they were going across
the grain and sastrugi two or three
feet high imposed a heavy strain
on the vehicles. After 400 mNes on
the second leg of the traverse, "De
tector" had to be a-bandoned: the
chassis had finally !broken in so
many places that it was impossible
to repair it in the field.

But '50 miles from the abandoned
cat the party ran out .QIf the rough
going and fOT the first time enjoyed
reasonably smooth travelling. The
bone-rattling sastrugi had made life
almost unbearable. Many memhers
of bhe party were almost "seasick".

The due east 'leg continued fur
600 miles, when the 'Party reached
the first mountain range sighted
from the supply plane. These'
mountains were 100 miles further
west than had heen anticipated.
From the mountains they hegan to
lose altitude, and ,finally par-ked the
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remaining two Sno·cats on the neve
or upper snowfield of a ~arge

glacier.
On Feibruary 2 a Skytrain flew

in and selected a pick-up site in a
valley 180 miles from Ha'l~ett Sta·
tion. 'During the flight a ",giant"
glacier was disco,vered "in the
vicinity of Rennick Bay", a deep
indentation in the Oates Coast. The'
traverse reached the chasen site
four days later. After an aIbortive
attempt foiled 'by bad weather and
poor visibility, a successful pick-up
was carried out on February 12.
The vehicles and supplies were
cached at the pick-up site. On the
return flight the plane diverted to
photo-map the newly-found glacier.

The cats willprobalYly !be 'used
again 'by Americanexl!lQlTers next
year.

WORn. ACCOlVIPLISHED
Every three to five miles ,for the

whole trip vertical magnetic records
were made, and every 50 miles
seismic shots were carried out. At
the same time ;full work-stations
were set up ,and full glaciological
studies made. 'Dhisentailed digging
an eight foot by eight foot pit ten
feet deep. Preliminaryca:lcu'lations
indicate that the total thickness O'f
the snow and ke on the plateau is
ten thousand feet. As the party
were travelling at a 'hei'ght of ap
proximately 8,000 feet a!bove sea
level it appears that the ice .pro
trudes into the sea for from one to
t!wo thousand feet. Elevation and
gravity measurements werea:lso
taken throughout and some ,geologi
cal work done.

The total distance ,covered was
in the vicinity of 11,530 miles, and
most of it was rough. The R4D
plane which evacuated the party
had a 'limited runway in which to
take off. At 1:heelevation O'f 5,000
feet and with a load ()If one and a
half tons, the ,aircraft needed fifteen
J ATO 'bottles to assist it and even
then only just managed it in the
space available.

A'fter landing sa!fely at 'base it
was dIscovered that a large hO'le
had been torn in the tail, probaJbly
'by a jettisoned J,ATO 'bottle.

In the fleld daily radio schedules
were kept with McMurdo, but only

in morse, ,so the once-weekly voice'
scheduleS with Scott Base 'were
greatly appreciated and looked for
ward to for all the latest news.

Magnificent support hy U.S. Navy
'planes throughout made the trip a
success and it is planned, if accept
able, to name one of the new peaks
discovered "VX6" in honour ()If the·
VX6 squadron's support.

r'We hope to publish in our next
issue a first-hand account of this
notable journey by Arnold Heine,
the New Zealand member of the
traverse team. Ed.)

BYRD LAND TRAVERSE
On a reconnaissance flight prior to

the traverse from Byrd Station to the
northern coast .of Marie ByI'd Land,
the leader, Mr. John Pirritt, a Scot
tish glaciO'logist who wintered at
Byrd last year, 'found the ice·front
to be ten or 'fifteen mUes south of
the position mapped from air·craft
of Operation Highjump 'which first
.charted this coast-line in 1946-47.
The ice-sheU, he discovered, is only
aibout a third o,f the size shown on
current m.a:ps.

The traverse party, dri·vin.g four
Sno·cats, left l13yrd on November 5.
The first ten days out were very
cold, windy and overcast, but except
for a total of a1bout two weeks of
blizzard, the party worked in .good
weather with temperatures about
zero.

"We encountered many white
outs," said Mr. Pirritt, "but this did
not stop us. We knew there were
no crevasses in the 'B'rea we were·
co,vering."

UNCHARTED MOUNTAINS
In early December the party in

vestigated the tentative'ly named
Toney Mountains in about 7'5° 08'S.
l'T5° 48' W., and Crary MountainS
in albout 76° 48' 'S., 1:17° 41' W. In
both ranges there are peaks rising
above 11,500 feet. The mountains
are of volcanic origin. Gravity
readings between the tJwo ranges
suggested a deep sub-glacial valley
below sea-level. A "vigorous" water
fall 100 feet high was sighted in
the Toney' Mountains. The fall
ceased when there was a shadow
over them. Water triCkling under
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loose rocks on the talus slopes also
stopped when covered by a shadow.

From here the party continued
north to place a station on the
newly-discovered ice-shelf, the bay
area west of Martin Peninsula,
which projects into the Amundsen
Sea. The southern margin of this
shelf according to the surface topo
graphy was crossed by the traverse
at 74° 13' S., 11'6° 18' W. The junc
tion was marked 'by depressions and
disturbed ice, with crevasses up to
50 feet wide mostly weB bridged.

TO THE ICE EDGE'
Mr. Pirritt now led two vehicles

and six men to the harrier edge,
which they reached on December 2
at 73° 58' S., 116° 1'1' W. "It was
easily the happiest day of the
traverse," he writes. "There was
a 'beauti'fuI sky and open water as
far as the eye could see. Seals
were floating on .gmall floes and ice
bergs drifted north. It 'was a wel
come break .from the monotony of
the plateau."

The party joyfully opened a 'large
box ()If steaks they had been hoard
ing for such an event "as a change
from beef patties": but the box was
found to contain 60 lb. of pizza
cheese.

They nOiW turned west to investi
gate the region round Mt. Petras.
At the end of December they were
at 76° 01' S., 124° 40' W., near the
northern end of an uncharted moun
tain range. They had now travelled
over 600 miles. In early January
the party encountered its worst
weather. On the 11th a blizzard
struck, halting them for nine days.
On the 20th they went on again,
but another blizzard hit them. In
early February they reached the
Army-Navy Drive (between Byrd
and Little America), and on Febru
ary 8 covered 60 miles to reach
BYI'd Station.

ICE SHELF TRAVERSE
The last traverse Qlf the 19'59-60

season was one not included in the
planned programme. According to
Mr.. George Toney, U:S.A.R.P. rep
resentative' at Mc'Murdo, it was de
Cided to take the 'opportunity to
tryout the new Sno-cats on what
was originally to have been an air
borne traverse.

BOOKSHELF
"AIUERICA IN THE ANTARCTIC

TO 1840", 'by Philip 1. Mitter
ling; Urbana, U.S.A., Univer
sity of Illinois Press, 201 pages
ill., price $5.

This notable contr1bution to the
detailed study of the history ()If
Antarctic exploration is a relief
after a spate of books whrch attempt
to tell the whole story fmm Dirck
Gherritsz to the I.G.Y. in a single
volume: fast becoming an impos
silole as well as a -redundant task.
Prof. Mitterling at least has 'room
to move in this intensive study of
one nation's Antarctic activities
within a specified period. .

Inevitaibly such a book deals at
lengi'h with the 'background to the
expeditions, as weN as with the
expeditions themselves, but a rea
sonable balance, and the reader's
interest, are preserved throughout.

A "foreign" reviewer is deeply
impressed by the author's honesty
and fairness, as well as by his care·
ful examination of the facts. It is
indeed refreshing to meet an Ameri
can historian who is prepared to
assert unequivocally that Bransfield
"sighted the Antarctic mainland ap
parently nine months before . . .
Palmer", and that Wilkes "left him
self open to censure by charting aH
elevations seen only indistinctly":
this without abating one iota his
admiration for the men concerned
or for the importance of their dis
coveries. Such fairness merits 're-

On February 26 the two newly
arrived vehides left MdMurdo'
Sound to investigate an area of the
Ross Ice Shelf 200 miles out known
as Disco'very Deep. It is a spot on
the floor of the Ross Sea under the
ice shelf, discovered during Opera
tion Deep Freeze Ill, 1957"58, on
the traverse led :by Mr. A. P. Crary.
The present four-man traverse will
attempt to delineate the shape and
depth of the deep. The leader, Mr.
Edwin S. Robinson, planned to
take seismic soundings and gravity
readings en route. The trek is
expected to last a'bout a month.
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cipracal fairness, and readers of
ProIesso'r Mitterling'ls book will for
that reason be all the more pleased
to learn of the recent AU'stralian
assertions that WHkes was faT more
con-ect than he has ,generally been
given credit fo,r.

Excellently documented and with
a full index, this is not the last
word on its sU'bject, but it i's a
significant contrIbution to it.

"TilE WHITE ROAD", by L. P.
Kirwan; London, HoIlis and
Carter, 374 pages ill., N.Z. 'Price
36/·.

This "survey of Polar Explora
tion" covers such a wide field that
dra3ticcutting somewhere was in·
evitable. Mr. Kirwan's method is
to give the most 'Summary treat
ment to all but a fe.w expeditions,
and to cut almost to twb'loid form
everything after Shackleton's ex·
pedition of 1914-17. But at the
same time he describes in detail
some sections of the subjects on
which he has special knowledge.
For example, the "Belgica" expedi
tion has less than a page and Dry·
gals'ki only a few lines: yet twa
full pages are devoted to the Me
of Sir Clements MaTkham. This
lessens the book's interest for the
general reader: but it makes it of
particular value in parts to the
serious student of Antarctic history.

Much of Mr. Kirwan's material
is-to the reviewer's knowledge
new, and interesting: for instance,
we have Hooker's description of
Erebus, not Ross's. The book .gives
special attention to the ba:ck,ground
o,f the 'favoured expeditions, the
genesis of them and the prepara·
tions. One appreciates the fact that
the Director of the R.G.S. is fair,
even 'generous, to men like Borch·
g,revink and Shackleton, and does
not hesitate to criticise the massive
Sir Clements himself.

It is a pity, however, that (Mr.
Kirwan has made a number of
rather serious en-ors. He asserts,
for example, that R6SS saw King
Edward VII Land in February 1842,
that Skelton and Armitage in 1902-3
ascended t'he Skelton Glacier, 'by
implication that Sca-tt used dogs on
his western journey in 1903, 'and

that he penetrated southwards over
the p'lateau on the same 'great
journey.

"BECAUSE IT IS THERE", by
George Lowe; London, Cassell,
216 pages ilL, N.Z. price 21/·.

The New Zealand school teacher
who was with Hunt and Hillary on
Everest, and crossed the Antarctic
with Fuchs, here tells his own story
Oof these two great exploits of our
time. Of the 216 pages, all but the
fi.rst 48 deal with the Trans-Ant
arctic Expedition.

Lowe's narrative style is a little
uneven, .but in the main is as fresh
and colourtful as his 'camera pic
tures: which is saying a lot. Even
when dealing with such a much·
described topic as the way.s of tlle
Emperor penguin, he avoids saying
what has Ooften been said before, or
at least says it in a different way
probably a colloqUial one.

The book is frank without being
anyWhere in doubtful taste. in
a ,particularly interesting chapter
La-we sums up his impressions of
those "three remarkable men":
John, Ed and Bunny. Few men, if
any, are better qualified' to do so.
Hunt the idealist, "inspiring his
party with his own dreams"; Hill
ary, "ebullient, restless"; Fuchs,
-asserting "the disciplined direction
of a fine headmaster". Lowe is a
successful portrait artist with bOoth
camera and pen.

"DER 7 KONTINENT", by Hans
Steinitz; [Berne, Kommerly &
Frey Geographischer Verlag,
296 pages, ill.

A beautifully illustrated, well
mapped, all·in·one volume in Gel"
man about t'he Antarctic, by a jour
nalist who himself visited the Ant·
arctic ~n 1957, and has made a
care'ful study of its geography,
hi'story andproiblems. Dr. Steinitz
summarises his material well and
so manages to· cover a vast field
without losing colour 'and interest.

His ~sessment of Hillary will
interest New Zealanders: "Hillary
had no prior Antarctic experience
and no sCientific training at all (no'l'
even scientific interest): for Hillary,
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Antarctic Ice Depths Measured
By Radio Altimeter

NEW ZEALA..'\'"D PUBLICATIONS
"GEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS

IN SOUTH VICTORIA LAND,
ANTARCTICA": Part 2-Geo·
logy of Upper Taylor Glacier
Region. B. C. McKelvey and
P. N. WelJlb. In "N.Z. Journal
of Geology and Geophysics":
Val. 2, No. 4, November, 1959.

the conquest of Antarctica was a
sporting challenge, which he won.
Victory was e,ven mcyre complete
than plalmed: originally he had
only to travel a little to meet Fuchs
in order to deliver food and fuel for
Fuchs' last stage; hut impelled by
his zeal, he went on to the South
P.ole to meet Fuchs. He 'reached
it even before Fuchs, .who had to
cross a much mare difficult terra'in."

SECTION OF 14c ACTIVITIES
OF SEA·WATER BETWEEN
9 S. AND 66 S. IN THE SOUTH
WEST PACIFIC OCEAN: R.
W. Hurling and D. M. Garner.
In "N.Z. Journal of GeCYlogy and
Geophysics": Vcyl. 2, No·. 4,
November, 1959.

"A

(An interview with AMORY H. WAITE)
A rapid technique for measuring In an interview with "Antarctic"

the depth of polar -ice has been Mr. Waite stated that helicoptel's,
developed by D.S. Army Si,gnal skimming a few feet a:bove the
Corps scientists. surface, will be used as survey

The new method €'l11ploys a modi- vehicles.
fied ai~craft radio altimeter. n A veteran of seven expeditions
promises in some instances to' re- to the Antarctic and five to the
place the laibOlious, fime-consumin'g Arctic, he says the method wlll
seismic soundings that have been make it possible to determine con
used for such measurements, a:ccord- elusively the structure of the Ant
ing to the Signal Corps announce· arctic ·continent and Greenland
ment. under their masses cyf ice. Some

The 'radio soundings can be made specialists 'believe that part of the
as fast as the operator O'f the equ'i'P- Antarctic "continent" consists of a
ment moves across the ice surfa:ce. stl'ill'g o'f islands buried under the
The device is designed to be 'Placed ice cap.
on the front of a weasel, a small The potential speed of the method
tracked 'Carrier of cargo and per· makes it possible to visualise geo
sonnel. The method was developed graphical features under the Ant
by Amory H. Waitea'f the Army arctic ice, Mr. Waite said. The
Signal Research and Development radio soundings have been tested
Laboratory at Fort 'Monmouth, N.J. at hard ice depfhs up to 1,250 feet

in the Antarctic and Greenland, he
said, but improvements 'in equip
ment will make deepe'r probes pos
sible.

It is estimated that ice, some of
it two miles deep, covers more than
5,250,000 square miles 'in the Ant·
arctic. In Greenland, about 750,000
square miles are under ice that
reaches a maximum of 7,000 feet.

The basis of the 440 m.c. device
is a modified ten·watt radio alti·
meter. Plate-shaped ant~mnas are
mounted on the ends of a 24 ft. lor,g
horizontal iboom. Radio waves are
transmitted downward from one an·
tenna, and the signals, retl0ctfd
from solid ground under the iac,
are pi'cked up 'by the other.

Radio waves in space travel at a
velocity of 186,000 miles a se'cond.
Mr. Waite's research team has
established that the velCYcity through
the ice is abcyut 50 per cent. less,
and a correction factor of .'535 mU.3t
be applied to "in-air" indi-cations.

The device measures depth by
timing the ex"t:remely small interval
between the transmission ofa sig
nal and its return to the receiving
antenna. Data emerge as tracings
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on an oscilloscope, just as l'adaT
signals do. The conventionai method
of mapping polar ice depths has
previously involved an analysis of
'sound wave reflections from the
sub-ice terrain 'caused by explosions
set off on the surface. Though
accurate, this method is t'ime-con
suming ,and expensive, and requires
a research team that includes a
trained seismologist.

In a test of the new metfuod last
year in Greenland, Mr. Waite and
a. colleague surveyed the ice depth
along a three-mile course in two
hours. This area had previously
been surveyed by conventional
methods in a project that lasted
severa'! weeks. A comparison with
the seismk results sho,wed ,the new
method to be accurate within 20
feet, and in one place between two
earlier seismic soundings a new
depth of 100 feet was discovered.

'Mr. Waite ,first 'suggested that
radio might he used as a yardstick
of ice thickness almost a decade
ago. He took the first vertIcal
soundings of the Antarctic con·
tinental ice cap near Wilkes Station
in January, 1958. These, down to

500 feet, were later confirmed by
seismi'c methods.

Mr. Waite returned to the JAnt
arctic on the "Glacier" in February
to attempt 4,300 mcs. sounding>s on
the hitherto unexplored Bel'lings
hausen Sea coast.

Mr. Waite summed up his find
ings by stating:

"Our results proved two-fold: (11)
We were successful in rapidly map
ping sub-ice terrain to depths of
1,250 feet with ,standard, currently
availClible equipment and this can
now ,be accompHshed by anyone,
with or without training; (2) we
know that over-sno,w pilots relying
on radio altimeteTs (at 400 mc. fre
quencies) will see indications O'f
greater (and therefore apparently
saf.er) heights when approaching a
fogJbound, - ice-covered slope, than
will 'be present when they are actu
ally at greateT altitudes. In other
words, the closer the airbo,rne radio
altimeter is to the surface of thick
Antarctic ice the hig'her the pilot
thinks he is because more radio
energy penetrates- the surface when
the antenna systems are in 'Close
proximity to the ice.

Islands of the Southern Ocean
MACQUARIE ISLAND

(Aust.)

"Thala Dan" reached Macquarie
on Christmas eve.

Two ducks were laun'ched in a
30-knot 'westerly and a bad sea a
mile from the bea'ch at Hurd Point.

Lt. Smith, who is O.C. an Army
party in the ship, had the mis
fortune to have his duck break
down in heavy seas as 'it was re
turning with cargo from the iSland.

He lay across tJhe forward part
of the engine compartment to stop
the heavy seas from breaking in
while a mechanic cleared 1:Jhe 'block·
ed fuel lines.

Great quantities of water were
shipped, but the blocked fuel lines
were eventually cleared and the
duck got under way again.

Later, a net full of cargo being

loaded on to the "Thala Dan"
knocked Lt. Smith off a plunging
Army duck into the sea. He grabbed
the cargo net, however, and was
hau'led safely to -the "Thala Dan's"
deck.

The relief iship car,ried, in addition
to the 15 new men and the- usual
working party, nwo Queen's Scouts,
Robert Clancy (18) and Chad Perry
([7>' The ,boys assisted in scientific
and routine duties, and Clancy
assisted the medical officers.

WOMEN!
On board also (for the duration

of the voyage) were four women
scientists.

The women, biologi-sts, were:
Miss Isobel Bennett, of Sydney

University.
Miss Hope Macpherson, olf the

National Museum of Victoria.
Dr. Mary Gillham, an English
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botanist now with the C.S.I.R.O.
in Perth.

Miss Susan 'Ingham, who has been
concerned with the direction of bio·
logical surveys by the Antarctic
division.

NEW MEN SETTLE IN
The new Leader at fJ'.1acquarie,

Mi'chael Taylor, reports the change
(wer: "Fol'lowing a smooth voyage
from 'Melbourne and a record fast
'unintrepid" changeover, the keys
of the Kingdom Qlf 'Macquarie were
ceremoniously handed over on De·
cem'ber 27.

"The base is now becoming ship·
shape ag-ain. An unexpected hazard
is drought Iconditions, as the water
shortage has curtailed showers and
caused blocked drains. Doctor Pal·
mer 'successfully treated a pullet
and a penguin and 'has now em·
barked upon an orgy n.f tetanus
and polio injections. The new
kitchen !building has been almost
completed. Levick, following some
inittal difficulties with the radar
equipment, has ·staru_d constructing
an antenna for our television. We
hope to prove the sceptics wrong by
receiving Melbourne programmes.

"We have banded ·several thou·
sand penguins at Nuggets and are
continuing to BaueT Bay. An
ornithological event was the vis'it
of a spine·tailed 'swirft, the first ever
recorded at Macquarie. A visit
from a sea lion also interested
photographers. Our farm 'is flourish·
ing; the calf is weaned, the pigs
have fattened visibly and already
there are thoughts of pork ·choeps.
Our Horticulturist has produced
fine crops of lettuce and radish.
de.c;·nite glasshouse temperatures of
110° F. which scorched some plants.

"On the year's first trip to Hurd
Point, wa~kv·talky radios were de·
livered sa'fely to Green Gorge and
Hurd Point. for the use of radio
no,vices on fierct trip'S.

"American aircraft 'activity has
broug-ht demands for additional ()lb·
'servations from the weather-men.
Their resultant appetites :are barely
held at bay by the magnificent ·culin·
ary efforts o-f the cook. The new
kitchl"n will probaibly inspire h'im
to deli·ghts that will ''be rUinO'l.lS to
our figures."

CAMPBELL ISLAND
(N.Z.)

The Offi'cer in 'Charge recently
reported that 1960 was ushered in
at Camp'bell Is'land with unsurpass·
ed brilliance. The Meteorological
Service provided weather conditions
befiitting the occasion .and suitable
contrihutions 'from the :station's lar·
del' and refreshments set the ei,ght
inhabitants on the right road for
the New Year.

In four monVhs the team has
welded into a happy and industrious
one. The u'sual heavy -general and
scienti'fic programme rfor the year
h'a~s been tackled with confidence
and with high hopes that a trouble
free year might lbe anticIpated.

Even the 'best of plans go C1Jwry
--'Campibell Island being no excep
tion. Just before Christmas AlIen
Doran (the station mechanic) fell
ill and on medical advice was re
patria:ted to New Zealand. For
almost two months the station was
without a mechanic. During this
time George Poppleton (Leader)
and Ian Johnstone (:Radio T·echni
cianl kept things going. A fine
effort by these two.

"Case" C. G. Roobeok, just recently
returned from a year at Raoul Is
land, volunteered to fill the breach
and after some frantic rushing up
and down New Zealand to 'Catch
fast-moving U:S. ships he eventuaNy
arrived at Campibell Island on D.S.S.
"Petersen". 'Many thanks to our
American friends for their 'assis
tance.

Meanwhile the leader and head
office medical authorities were
anxiously watchin.g Allen Dodds
(Ionosphere Observer) who seemed
to be 'Suffering from a throat com
plaint. Finally, to everyone's reg,ret,
AlIen was repatriated on H.M.N.Z.S.
"Endeavour". Much ,credit i's due
to the "survivors" 'Over the period,
particularly Senior Ionosphere Ob·
server D. ;M. Souter who has,
through working many 10ng hours
(;with some assfstance), installed
the new American Model C.4 Semi
Automatic Panoramic Ionosonde.

This eq.uipment is semi·automatic
in operation, requiring attention
only for changing film and 1I'0utine
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maintenance. Records a're developed
in the station darkroom, 'ionograms
are interpreted, full data IS written
up ,for later distribution to World
Data Centres and urgently required
prediction parameters are 'coded and
transmitted daily to the Geophysical
Observatory, ChrtstClhurch, for qUick
analyses and distriJbution to World
Prediction Centres.

OLD BOYS
We are very pleased to know that

the following exJCampbell Island
men have been selected and are
now serving ,in the ,Antarctic:

R. B. Thompson, ex-Ionosphere
Observer;

D. W. Farmer, ex.Ionosphere Ob·
server;

J. A. Vvarren, ex-Cook, :both at
Campbell and Raoul Islands.

We are conifident that they will
more than justify their :selection.

With the ,approach of the winter
months which greatly trestrict out
side work, all ,a'Vailable members
are toiling hard to smarten up
buildings, prepare sites for the new
buildings programme 'for 1961, and
generaiJIy prepare for the harsh
weather to come. In spite of staff
shortage problems morale has 'been
high and we are confident that this
year's team will see the winter
through without diffi,culty.

LATE NEWS
Urgently needed 'stores, mail and

fresh meat were landed on Camp
bell Island on March 8 'by the first
heliicopter ever to land there.

A Sikorski helicopter from U.S.S.
"Atka" touched down at 10 a.m.
a'fter flying a distance of four milIes
from the ship, which was lying off
the entrance to Perseverance Har
bour.

A man at the meteorological sta
tion was taken to the ship for minor
dental t-reatment and then returned
to the island.

The V.S.'S. "Atka", ani'ce-breaker,
was on its way to the Antar'Ctic
following repairs at ·Wellington.

The Commonwealth Trans - Ant
arctic Expedition made an un
expected 'profit of about £30,000.
One-third is earmarked for New
Zealand Antarctic projects.

ILES KERGUELEN
(France)

On July 1'1 last a fire >razed the
pr'incipal meteol'ological 'bui1ding.
The wooden hut, 13 feet by 13 feet,
was 'completely destroyed with a'll
its contents. Fortunately no-one
was injured and the fire was pre·
vented from spreading to other
buildings.

For the 'first .time men on Ker·
gue!len are nQIW able to ,converse
'by radip-telephone with their next
of kin in France.

The trout liiberated in Novem'ber
1958 survived the winter satisfac
torily. The herd olf reindeer :also
is flourishing. 'Four, a ma'le, a
female and two young, have been
seen on "la Grande Terre". They
showed no fear and appro,ached the
men who were watc;hing them.

"Norsel" arrived -at Kerguelen on
November 29 and left on December
3 for AdeIie Land. 'A-quite un
expected visitor, on Janua.ry 31, was
the sailing vessel "Mischief" with
a crew of six, including an English
captain. They were warmly wel·
corned, and ,left again on February
2 for Cape Town.

BOUVETOYA
(Norway)

The South African Mini'ster of
Transport announced last year that
South A,frica would undertake, in
co-operation with Norway, a re
search expedition of the "utmost
impnrtance" to Bo'Uvet Lsland. How
ever, unfavourable ,weather and ·sea
made the proposed reconnaissance
during the voyage to Queen Maud
Land impossible. It was hoped
that the "Shackleton", ,chartered by
the South African Government for
the relieof of Marion and Gough
Islands, might be ahle to make a
further attempt to reach Bouvetoya.

Two Antarctic ships, the Ameri
can ice-breake'I' "Glacier" and the
Russian whale-chaser "Besposht
adni", entered WelQington haribour
with damaged propellers on the'
morning o,f January 19.
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